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SoloContigo Wines is the realization of a dream

by Canadians Noel and Terry Neelands to focus

their passion for culture, gastronomy and wine

in a place of their own creation. A life-long

journey to find and experience great wine

ultimately led the Neelands to Argentina, and to

the Uco Valley of Mendoza province – home to

some of the world’s great wines. 

Solo Contigo was meant from the very

beginning as a House-Winery by Noel and

Terry Neelands. The winery was created by the

prestigious architects Bórmida & Yanzón,

according to design priorities by Noel and

Terry. Those priorities included an accessibility

to wine lovers and travellers from afar for visits

and wine tastings, and to enjoy the spectacular

scenery and their unique art collections. 

Mendoza, Argentina



2019 CASA DE LAS MUSAS BLEND
 

This art inspired wine is a standout. The rocky soil
composition is mixed with clay and slit producing
such a fresh and round wine. The wine has notes
of green pepper, crushed wet rocks, ripe red fruit,

and chilli pepper. The nose is present with
chocolate, vanilla, bayleaf and cherry. 

 
$35.03 / 750ml

$210.18 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 DEVELADO CHARDONNAY /
SAUVIGNON BLANC

 
This stunning blend is tediously hand harvested
then fermented separately in stainless steel and
then aged all together for 6 months in stainless

steel tanks. The end product is honeysuckle
driven, with notes of starfruit, butter and pineapple.

 
$23.35 / 750ml

$140.10 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 DEVELADO MERLOT / MALBEC
 

This 50/50 Merlot and Malbec is rich in notes of
cocoa, red plum, sweet tobacco and blackberry.

This red is fermented in stainless steel which adds
a beautiful texture that refreshes the palate in

between the big, bold, juicy sips.
 

$23.35 / 750ml
$140.10 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2019 CASA DE LAS MUSAS GSM 
 

The endless nuances of this red will take you on a
myriad of places. The full and luscious tannins are

met with stewed strawberries, roasted game,
tobacco, grilled plum and blackberries. The nose
has multiple layers of notes including dried herbs,

blood orange and cocoa. Decant this wine for a
minimum of 30 minutes to get a full expression. 

 
$35.03 / 750ml

$210.18 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 NEELANDS ROWS SELECTION
 

This very special red is made out of just 17 rows of
meticulously studied Malbec grapes that Terry and
Noel micro vinified to understand the grapes better.

Only 1,500 bottles are produced of this selection
and no more will be produced in each harvest. Deep

notes of cocoa, vanilla, plum, black cherry and
sweet tobacco are on both the nose and palate.

 
$53.38 / 750ml

$320.28 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



A passion for Italian wine, combined with an 

appreciation for Canada’s distinct wine region 

and the unique attributes of the rolling hills of 

the Vinemount Ridge, is what Vieni Estates 

founder uses as a guide in crafting the popular 

collection of fine wines. 

Master winemaker Mauro Salvador selects the 

best of the many varietals grown on the Vieni 

estate to produce a broad and compelling 

range of still wines, ice wines and sparkling 

wines crafted in the Charmat method. 

Contact us to view Vieni's entire portfolio.

Wine Maker: Mauro Salvador

Beamsville, Ontario 



MOMENTI EXTRA DRY SPARKLING
 

Pale straw yellow in colour, Momenti is fresh, 
aromatic and elegant. Both fruity and floral – 

apple, pear and tropical fruits – acacia and wild
flowers. This convivial wine is a light, well- 

balanced sparkler with a harmonious aftertaste.
 

$9.52 / 375ml
$57.12 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included
 

$13.06 / 750ml
$78.36 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 RED TRILLIUM RIPASSO
 

On the nose, red cherry, black currants and 
raspberry fruit with spices, jam and prune. Hints of 
smoke and leather on the palate and is fruity with 

black cherry. Mid-weight with a fine balance, 
acidity, and very good length. The Ripasso process 

yields an easy drinking medium-bodied wine 
enriched in part from the colour, aroma and 

flavours of the appassimento wine.
 

$14.83 / 750ml
$177.96 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Westcott Vineyards is owned by Grant 

Westcott and Carolyn Hurst who always had a 

dream of growing their own grapes and 

producing their own wine. They were inspired 

by the cool climate Chardonnays and Pinots 

coming out of Moira Vineyard at Malivoire, 13th 

Street, Flat Rock and the Le Clos Jordanne 

vineyards, they searched for the perfect plot 

of land, planted twenty-six acres of grapes 

and were on their way! 

Both Grant and Carolyn are excited about the 

promise their wines are showing and strive to 

improve every year, constantly growing and 

listening - to the earth, the grapes, and their 

customers. As Grant himself would say, “As 

much work as it has been so far, we are really 

just getting started”.

Jordan, Ontario 



2021 VIOLETTE BRUT SPARKLING
 

This elegant sparkling is our wine specialist’s 2022 
summer choice. This is an absolute must try! A 
beautiful blend of Chardonnay, Pinot Meunier, 

Riesling and Pinot Noir, that drinks light bodied but 
has a long complex finish and notably bright acidity. 
Notes of lemon rind, pear, honeycrisp apple with a 

long finish of red berries and plush acidity.
 

Scored 90 pts by Rick VanSickle who represents 
Wine Niagara.

 
$24.83 / 750ml

$148.98 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2021 PINOT NOIR ROSÉ 
 

What a delight to drink! With strawberry, ripe 
cherry and raspberry notes on the palate, this 

bone dry Rosé is sure to be a big hit this summer. 
 

$22.92 / 750ml
$137.52 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2018 ESTATE PINOT NOIR
 

The 2018 Estate Pinot Noir offers aromas of ripe 
cherry, plum and vanilla. Bright cherry, strawberry 

and baking spices on the palate. This Pinot is 
medium bodied with well balanced acidity and 

silky tannins.
 

$30.46 / 750ml
$182.76 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2020 ESTATE CHARDONNAY
 

The 2020 Estate Chardonnay presents notes of 
sweet golden apple, pear and toasty vanilla. Rich 

and creamy on the palate with well balanced 
acidity and a lengthy finish. This Chardonnay is a 

delight to drink. 
 

$28.65 / 750ml
$171.90 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



An hour drive from the Côte d’Azur you’ll find

Château Camparnaud, a beautiful 16th century

estate, deeply rooted in the sloping hills,

forests and green heart of the Var - Provence. 

It’s a place where the vineyards are treated

with the utmost care, ensuring the wine is

sustainable from vine to bottle, resulting in the

production of delightful wines.

Today the Camparnaud estate is owned and

operated by Marnix Engels & Guillaume de

Chevron Villette, who strive together to

produce delightful wines that represent the

unique terroir and flavour of Provence.

Provence, France

Wine Maker:Guillaume de Chevron Villette 



2019 ESPRIT ROSÉ 
 

The garnet hue this Rosé gives off is the first 
signature of Provence. Lots of red fruit and red 

flower on the nose with a perfect blend of citrus 
on the palate. Camparnaud's perfect soil 

composition is revealed within this Rosé's mineral 
driven mouthfeel.

 
$20.49 / 750ml

$122.94 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 PRESTIGE ROSÉ 
 

The quintessential Provence Rosé! It truly doesn't 
get better than this Camparnaud star Rosé. The 

nose is filled with wet stone, saline and salty 
minerals. The palate is a bouquet of stone fruit, 

peach, apricot and tree fruit. This Rosé has bright 
red fruit such as raspberry and strawberry, while 
also holding enough weight and dryness to be 

paired with a main course.
 

$31.99 / 750ml
$191.94 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 ART COLLECTION ROSÉ 
 

For this memorable year, Chateau Camparnaud 
teamed up with the internationally award-winning 

impressionist Hubrecht Duijker. With 118 wine books 
on his name and 3 million copies sold worldwide, he 
has written more books about wine than anyone else 
in the world. On the nose you will find aromatic red 

fruits and florals. On the palate, a delightful freshness, 
discreetly herbaceous, and a subtle sweetness.

 
$28.40 / 750ml

$170.40 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



The Champagne Chavost Estate was created 

in 1946 in the village of Chavost. Solidarity and 

sharing of their land are the core values which 

they run on that have been passed down from 

their ancestors. These values push them to 

produce only the highest quality of grapes 

that allow them to create unique Champagne.

At Champagne Chavost, they are committed 

to preserving the environment and their land 

which they do so by including no added 

sulfites to their products. This is only possible 

due to the fact that they have mastered 

vinification.

Champagne, France



CHAMPAGNE CHAVOST 
BLANC D'ASSEMBLAGE 

 
This incredible blend of varietals are hand picked 

one by one at their optimal maturity, a signature of 
this style of Chavost’s cuvée wines, low 

intervention is the inspiration. This means, no 
added sulphites, done without enzymes, tannin or 

coal, and fermentation is reliant on indigenous 
yeasts and spontaneous malolactic fermentation 
that is naturally-occuring. Fermentation occurs in 
stainless steel which elegantly exacerbates the 

mineral content of the wine from the clay- 
limestone terroir. This wine is a standout and any 

champagne fan must experience this bottle.
 

$73.75 / 750ml
$221.25 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

CHAMPAGNE CHAVOST BLANC 
DE CHARDONNAY

 
Champagne Chavost is known for zero added 
sulphite cuvées, this particular expression of 

Chardonnay is an absolute must try. This wine is 
not finned at the end of vinification creating a 

depth of yeasty notes, accompanied by classic 
bready notes, yellow plums, crabapple, guava, 

lemon and golden kiwi, finished off with a creamy 
mouthfeel and perfect mineral driven finish. This 
cuvée epitomizes what you want from a natural 

sparkling- but elevated. The elegant nose is 
bursting with toasted hazelnuts, jasmine and 

green apple.
 

$79.91 / 750ml
$239.73 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



CHAMPAGNE CHAVOST BLANC
DE MEUNIER BRUT

 
This natural cuvée grows in idyllic clay-limestone soil 
that is organically sourced. This ideology combined 
with manual harvesting at optimal maturity creates 
this incredibly persistent and lengthy experience. 

Notes are complex and range from stewed red fruit, 
white flowers, pear and yellow apple. Waves of 

earthiness match the fruit on the palate and nose with 
a surprising amount of body.

 
$79.71 / 750ml

$239.73 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2019 CHAMPAGNE CHAVOST
COTEAUX CHAMPENOI 

 
This stunning wine is produced with zero 

intervention at any stage of the vinification 
process, and of course follows suit with all 

Chavost wines, zero added sulphites, reliant on 
naturally occurring fermentation and spontaneous 
malolactic fermentation. Unique to this wine is the 
aging process is done in French Oak barrels for 18 
months and the chardonnay grapes are actually 

raisined on racks prior to pressing. Expect an 
incredibly round mouthfeel with the malo coming 

through as buttery with the contrast of tropical 
pineapple, citrus fruit and classic bready notes. 

Only 1182 bottles were produced of this vintage, 
with ample aging potential of up to 10 years.

 
$115.84 / 750ml

$347.52 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Médoc is a magical region that delivers one of 
the finest appellations in Bordeaux, establishing 
its reputation for great wines. It was in the heart 
of Saint-Julien, the most family-friendly among 
the appellations, that the Pairault family chose to 
start their adventure thirty years ago.

Insatiable perfectionists, they are in constant 
search of innovative improvements to optimize 
the quality of the wines as well as their 
accessibility. They are committed to the 
environment and their ecological awareness is 
part of their daily lives.

Bordeaux, France



This stunning red is a Cru 

Bourgeois par excellence done 

in traditional Bordeaux-style 

with the historic quality of soil 

and vinification from the Haute- 

Médoc AOC. This coastal terroir 

provides complex and elegant

nuances plush with notes of 

currant, licorice, spice and mint. 

Maturation is done in French oak 

for 12 months with 15% of that 

being new oak, adding warm 

notes of vanilla, wood and 

cinnamon that perfectly balance 

the dense tannins and fruity 

finish. 

 

Awarded 90 pts from 

Wine Enthusiast.
$39.19 / 750ml

$235.14 / case of 6
 

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2018 CHÂTEAU 
CORCONNAC



“A Vineyard fruit of perfection and passion”

Château Tayac is clinging to the gravelly hills of 
Soussans , in the heart of the prestigious 
Margaux appellation , the vineyards extend over 
37 hectares with full sun. A family affair above all, 
the vineyard has been enriched by the 
knowledge and experience of four generations 
who have made it possible to enhance the place 
and production admirably. 

Often appreciated for their consistency, always in 
balance with its vintages, their beautiful aromatic 
approaches with regularly silky tannins reflect 
the typicality of the Margaux appellation.

Bordeaux, France



This standout Margaux is 

structured with fine yet strong 

tannins with the perfect blend of 

fruit and earth. The mouthfeel is 

velvety with notes of 

boysenberry, blueberry, cassis 

and blackberry with juicy acidity 

on the finish.This wine can age 

in bottle for another 15 years to 

develop its complex character 

while still being drinkable now. 

Be sure to decant this wine 

before you enjoy to have the 

best experience of the nuances 

that build while it opens of oak, 

coffee and vanilla that balances 

the earthy notes, pepper and 

tomato leaf. The aromatics of 

this wine stand out with a touch 

of white pepper while being 

refreshing and racy on the 

palate with its juicy, lively 

structure.

 

$61.65 / 750ml
$184.95 / case of 3

 
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2016 CHÂTEAU 
TAYAC



Château Tessendey has been in the hands of the 
Arfeuille family since 1972. At that time, Martine 
and Paul-Bernard d'Arfeuille began a vast 
program of renovation of the vineyard and the 
cellars. Tessendey is gradually making a name 
for itself.

In 2012, forty years after his parents, Arnaud
d'Arfeuille takes Tessendey in hand. With the 
help of his brother, he sets new ambitions for the 
estate, restructures certain plots, perfects the 
breeding process. The vineyard is placed on the 
heights of the commune of Saillans and forms a 
homogeneous whole all around the castle.

Bordeaux, France



This wine is from 30 year old vines 

that resides in Chateau Tessendey 

a family winery that started in 1972 

that has now been passed on to 

their son in 2012. It remains a 

personal endeavour with an 

abundance of tenacity in farming 

practices and tenacious 

vinification. Which shows in this 

wine as vinification is pre- 

fermentation maceration then for 

3-5 weeks then fermentation is 

temperature controlled cement 

vats then aged in 15 months in oak 

barrels which 20% is new oak. This 

savoury yet juicy red is done in 

Bordeaux Libournais Red style 

bringing lots of body and bold 

flavours. The nose is 

predominantly roasted flavours of 

chocolate, leather, anise and juicy 

blackberry. The palate is complex 

yet elegant, the cab franc brings 

some earthy flavours with a bright 

fruity nose of plum and ripe red 

fruit. The stunning long beautiful 

finish with plush violet and cassis.

$35.32 / 750ml
$211.92 / case of 6

 
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2016 CHÂTEAU 
TESSENDEY



There is more than a century of genuine passion
for the white wines of Burgundy, which is present
at each stage of the vinification at Domaine
Corsin.

A traditional approach to harvest, the Domaine
Corsin team follow the footsteps of their
forefathers who observed the flower of the lily to
fix the date of the grape harvest: the 100th day
after flowering. Today, the frequent inspections,
the methodical analyses, and the comparison of
data make it possible to fix the right day to
launch the harvest.

For 15 days, manual cutters, carriers, and
pressers carefully gather the grapes from the
Chardonnay vines. The Corsin Domain produces
3 appellations of protected designation of origin
(AOC) from just one grape-variety (Chardonnay),
of just one colour (white), which share the same
stamp of fine quality, body and flavour.

Burgundy, France



2018 POUILLY-FUISSÉ VIEILLES VIGNES 
CHARDONNAY

 
Pouilly-Fuissé is another one of three appellations from 
the Domain Corsin family. This Chardonnay still follows 

within the distinct green notes and white flower that 
we see from this winery in general. This specific bottle 
is also showing woody and vanilla notes on the nose 

and palate. This wine is a very sophisticated fuller body 
white that fully exhibits the finesse and world 
renowned southern Burgundy Chardonnay!

 
$24.97 / 375ml

$299.64 / case of 12
 

$43.95 / 750ml
$527.40 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 & 2018 SAINT-VÉRAN VIEILLES VIGNES 
CHARDONNAY

 
This iconic southern Burgundy producer has three 

appellations that are layered in clay and limestone which 
contributes to the picturesque land to grow Chardonnay. 
This Saint-Véran Vieilles Vignes delivers a buttery finish 

with lots of green notes, white flower and warm oak. This 
is a beyond elegant Chardonnay that also holds a bit of 

weight in body and is a fun pairing to explore with. 
Fermentation is done in stainless steel and maturation is 
done in 35% oak vats, providing a balance of minerality 

and a classic buttery finish.
 

$18.99 / 375ml
$227.88 / case of 12

 
$33.95 / 750ml

$407.40 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



The Mad Wine winery can be found in the north- 
east part of Hungary, in the south-east foot of the 
Zemplén Mountains. World class dry and sweet 
wines are produced here due to the volcanic soil 
which the vineyards sit on.

Mad Wine is an elegant, modern and trendy 
producer that harvests in low yields to provide 
high quality wines. They take pride in their 
farming when harvesting grapes by placing each 
cluster into boxes which protects the grapes and 
produces the best wine from the Tokaj region.

Tokaj, Hungary



2017 MAD GOLD
 

The finest sweet late harvest wine from the most 
outstanding historic crus of Mad village. Mad Gold is 

produced from the most perfectly shrivelled and 
Botrytised Furmint, Hárslevelű and Sárgamuskotály 
bunches, expressing the unique volcanic terroir in a 

complex and distinctive style. Mad Gold is 
concentrated and luscious wine with extremely long 

ageing potential. It represents great complexity, 
infinite length and elegance on the grand scale.

 
$193.73 / 375ml

$581.19 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 SWEET BY TOKAJ
 

This award winning wine, ranking silver medal for 2018 by 
Decanter. This wine is known for its late-harvest, meaning 

these grapes are over-ripe providing its signature sweetness. 
These grapes are hand-picked from the best crus in Tokaj in 

late November, each varietal is picked separately then 
fermented all together in stainless steel aged without the 
presence of wood, curating its award-winning balance of 

sweetness and refined acidity. Notes of tree fruit dominate the 
nose and palate such as, apricot, pear and peach with subtle

notes of marmalade. The nose is full of waxy nuances lush with 
honey and beeswax.

 
$18.11 / 750ml

$217.32 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 DRY BY TOKAJ
 

This complex yet refreshing, pronounced wine comes with instant 
notes of smoke, flint, floral and nutty nuances. These grapes are 
hand-picked, Furmint being the dominant varietal in this blend 

and are fermented in temperature controlled stainless steel tanks 
and no oak present in the aging process. This allows a deep 

complex nose and palate, ranging from herbaceousness to citrusy 
grapefruit rind with a mellow finish of ripe melon. This 2017 

vintage has a unique lower residual sugar than previous vintages 
and due to the very warm summer this brought something called 
Botrytis which is a celebrated organic fungus that came early on 

2017 meaning exceptional hand-picked bunches of grapes picked 
to perfection to bring this vintage to success.

 
$20.18 / 750ml

$242.16 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included



The Patricius Winery was created in the Tokaj 
Wine Region by the Kékessy family’s 
winemaking commitment that draws from the 
past and future. It is owned by Dezső Kékessy 
and his daughter Katinka Kékessy. Ancestors on 
both the paternal and maternal sides were 
renowned vineyard owners in Mátraalja and the 
Tokaj Wine Region from the 18th century.

Their deep respect for the wine regions traditions 
is an important part of their winery’s philosophy. 
Tradition, values, uniqueness, balance – these 
express their mission. History, the knowledge 
and life experience of local people, and the 
region’s unique character, is what they draw 
inspiration from. The pursuit of harmony and 
equilibrium that is typical of the cycle of nature 
guides and defines their work both in the 
vineyard and the cellar.

Várhegy-dűlő, Hungary



2017 TOKAJI ASZU 6 PUTTONYOS 
 

Nicest aromas of botrytized berries followed by 
enormous, high structure and full body. Long, 

smooth, endless taste and exceptional deepness 
of peach, apricot and fig character. Full of Tokaj.

 
$157.03 / 500ml

$471.09 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 TOKAJI ASZU 5 PUTTONYOS 
 

A great wine of a unique vintage. Impressions of 
orange blossom and white flowers are reaching the 
nose. Round taste with harmonious acidity, residual 

sugar, and a beautiful Botrytis – character are 
forming the balance. Promising ageing potential for 

decades.
 

$61.21 / 500ml
$183.63 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included
 

2018 TOKAJI NOBLE KATINKA
 

A reference point among the late harvest wines of the 
Tokaj Wine Region. Selected bunches containing 

healthy, over-ripened and partly botrytized berries which 
were picked during the late – autumn harvest. The
characteristic varietal notes of Furmint and Yellow 
Muscat form the foundation of this wine, braced by 

minerality and zippy acidity for great balance and topped 
off with an incredibly long finish and creaminess.

 
$28.10 / 375ml

$168.60 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included



2003 TOKAJI ESZENCIA
 

The free-run juice of the aszú berries was kept in 
50 - litre glass demijons for more than 9 years. A 

slow fermentation took place on the surface.
 

$958.20 / 375ml
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2005 TOKAJI ESZENCIA
 

The free-run juice of the aszú berries was kept in 
50 - litre glass demijons for more than 9 years. A 

slow fermentation took place on the surface.
 

$958.20 / 375ml
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Winemaker and founder Angelo Ronfini bought
his first hillside vineyard in the 1960’s and
dedicated himself to the vines with the courage
and passion of an experienced wine grower.
Growing up his two sons Francesco and Sergio
played around in the rows of vines, eventually
absorbing the same passion for craft, and taking
over the Brancher winery.

Careful work and state-of-the-art technology
help produce a high quality Prosecco.  Very
attentive to vinification techniques, Brancher
mainly uses the cold, it takes advantage of the
maceration on the skins and they do not use
sulphur dioxide in the initial vinification stages.

Every Brancher bottle is the result of a step-by-
step process that leads to quality wines,
guaranteed in their uniqueness.

Treviso, Italy



2018 PINOT GRIGIO 'GRAVOSO'
DELLE VENEZIE DOC

 
Fermented in stainless steel, this Pinot Grigio is
more exotic than your average. Strong notes of

dry hay, golden notes of apple, and yellow asian
pear are all balanced from the refinement in

stainless steel. Notes of exotic fruit can be found
on the nose such as mango and lychee.

 
$16.89 / 750ml

$191.34 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 SUDIGIRI SPUMANTE BRUT
 

The 10% of the Incrocio Manzoni is an italian grape
that was bred to mix Glera, a popular Prosecco

grape, and Cabernet Sauvignon. This cross-bred
grape turned out to be a white grape with black
skin. This creates a very dry and light sparkling

that is balanced by it's notes of green apple, pear,
and honeydew, with a soft bouquet on the nose

finished with notes of cream.
 

$19.59 / 750ml
$117.54 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



GRINOSÉ VINO SPUMANTE
ROSATO EXTRA DRY

 
This slightly macerated Rosé is an elegant balance

of florality, notes of peach, strawberry and rose.
The extra dry nature of this Rosé balances these
notes with it being very dry and has hints of salt. 

 
$22.88 / 750ml

$137.28 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

TREVISO SPUMANTE EXTRA DRY
 

Pale straw yellow in colour, it has intense and 
floral perfumes and scents of rose and golden

apple. It is delicate and elegant in the mouth with 
pleasant and fruity aromatic notes. Ideal as aperitif 

and between meals for any occasion.
 

$22.02 / 750ml
$132.12 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Located in Santo Stefano Belbo in Piemonte,

where the family for four generations have lived

in the heart of the hills of Moscato d'Asti,

Alessandro Boido’s wines are some of the best

you can find to appreciate the unique aromatic

characteristics of Muscat grapes. The vines grow

on sandy terrain that transmits distinctive aromas

to the wines, which are among the best of this

type and are even able to age successfully in the

bottle.

As shared by the brand, the history of Ca 'd' Gal

starts from three fundamental elements: the men

and women who love and respect their land, the

vineyards that draw nourishment from that land

and the wines that come from the grapes of

those vineyards . These are the things that create

a unique and exemplary combination.

Piedmont, Italy 



2015 CA 'D' GAL MOSCATO D'ASTI 
VIGNE VECCHIA DOCG

 
For every vintage of Vigne Vecchia the family sets aside exactly 

1,330 bottles in their cellar to age and release in September of the 
fifth year after harvest. This particular 2015 vintage is a product of 
the 2009 harvest season. This wine is made from the oldest vines 
of the entire vineyards which are around 60 years old and have a 

higher density of growth then the younger vines. This wine is
derived from just three plots that sit upon the Valdivilla Hills, 

which covers a hectare of land. This being the most coveted and 
complex wine in the family, it makes sense that this hectare of 

land is dominant with limestone soils and the perfect south 
exposure to the sun both contributing to the wines signature 

freshness and minerality.
 

$82.78 / 750ml
$496.68 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

NV CA 'D' GAL ASTI SPUMANTE DOCG
 

This beautiful sparkling is a newer creation that has been
in production since 2004. The vines used range from 20-
35 years old and is harvested by hand in late September.

The vinification is a very specific process that occurs
over 60 days in pressurized steel autoclaves. This

creates a very refreshing wine with elegant perfumes.
Dominant notes of elderflower, musk and peach with a

distinctive finish of lemon and sage. This is the ideal
charcuterie wine, and is perfectly paired seasonal fresh

fruit, artisanal salami and aged cheese.
 

$26.22 / 750ml
$157.32 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included
 

2021 CA 'D' GAL MOSCATO D'ASTI LUMINE DOCG
 

Moscato d'Asti Lumine come from vines ranging from 20-35 
years old. There is a tedious yearly decision of what time to 
hand harvest the grapes to produce the perfect balance of 
sweetness and acidity. The terroir these grapes grow on is 

an ideal combination of marine sediment and limestone. This 
allows for complex notes on the nose including, scents of 
sage, rosemary and musk. The palate is bright with hints of 
tropical fruits, green apple and stone fruits such as, peach 

and apricot. The bubbles on this wine are very fine and 
elegant, notice their small size as they rise in your glass. 

 
$25.41 / 750ml

$152.46 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included



A family affair of passion and dedication. In five

centuries, the Cavalleri family has learned every

detail of every single plot of land on the winery in

order to harvest and craft premium wines with

consistency year after year, that is true to their

tastes. 

Cavalleri Winery is located between the lake and

the mountains in Franciacorta, which has mild

slopes where the cultivation of grapevines have

ancient origins.  A year long aging process is a

unique method held by Cavalleri which results in

unique benefits. They start with a minimum of

24-30 months, reaching for some Collections,

even 120 months. Bound to an artisanal mark,

they riddle each bottle by hand, deciding when

to do the disgorging based on the vintage and

their own certainties.

Franciacorta, Lombardy, Italy 



This quintessential sparkling is 

everything and more when it 

comes to Blanc de Blancs. This 

Franciacorta is the champagne 

of Italy! The eloquent but steady 

PSI of the bubbles leaves you 

with a medium body, sturdy 

sparkling with endless nuances. 

The nose and palate intertwine 

with an array of classical 

champagne-like notes such as, 

lemon curd, roasted hazelnut, 

brioche, cheesy yeast, peach 

and apple.
$58.95 / 750ml

$353.70 / case of 6
 

*HST and bottle deposit not included

BRUT BLANC
DE BLANCS 

SPARKLING DOCG



The Domenico Clerico estate has been making

iconic wines since 1976, when the eponymous

young winemaker took the reins. Beginning with

just a small 4-hectare farm inherited from his

father, Domenico sought out the best

undiscovered plots in Barolo, thus pioneering the

idea of single cru wines. 

In addition to his devotion to single cru vineyards,

Clerico championed what is considered a

modern style of Barolo, using new burgundy

barrels and later barriques to age the wines. He

always had an eye toward the future, often

experimenting with new technology and longer

macerations. Despite his reputation as a

modernist, the primary goal was always to

maintain the purity of fruit and the expression of

the land.

Barolo, Italy 

Wine Maker: Oscar Arrivabene &
Gianmatteo Raineri 



2018 LANGHE ROSSO DOC ARTE
 

This fascinating red is the a unique expression of
each varietal, they are grown separately to fulfill

their potential of its own. Two varieties that are so
very different are shown here to compliment one

another in such a structured, soft and elegant way.
There is no better way to experience the land of

Langhe than within this bottle of Arte.
 

$62.20 / 750ml
$373.20 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 BARBERA D'ALBA DOC TREVIGNE
 

Barbera is the renowned Queen of Langhe which can
sometimes be overlooked by those who are not local

to the area. This particular Barbera d'Alba is concocted
from three specific plots and blended into symphony
to accent each other yet unify at the same time. Notes

of tart cherry, dried herbs, red liquorice and dark
berries are on both the nose and palate. This wine is
aged in oak which gives it its distinctive roundness. 

 
$39.58 / 750ml

$237.48 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2021 LANGHE DOC DOLCETTO VISADI
 

This red wine was the first ever creation by the iconic 

Domenico Clerico. This wine is very decorated over its 

long-standing reign, the epitome of what a world class 

Dolcetto should be. Decadent notes of plum, stewed 

blackberries, cocoa and black pepper. The finish is long 

and bold with strong tannin structure. Due to its ageing in 

stainless steel, you are met with a vibrant minerality that 

cuts the richness perfectly with its tartness.   

 
$26.92 / 750ml

$161.52 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included



2010 BAROLO DOCG PERCRISTINA
 

As the flagship wine of the winery and named after 

their daughter, this Barolo is a true piece of art in 

wine-making and the most important at Domenico 

Clerico. The grapes are only chosen from the south 

of the Mosconi Cru, which has high levels of loam 

and the most ideal land for a Nebbiolo grape. This 

Barolo has been mastered over decades and pays 

homage to the iconic location of Barolo.
 

$338.18 / 750ml
$1,014.54 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 BAROLO DOCG GINESTRA 
PAJANNA

 
 The Pajanna is known for its floral and 

savoury qualities, mineral salt and crushed 
rose petals across both the nose and palate. 

This Barolo is a true expression of one of 
Italy's most iconic and important wines. Very 

few do it as well as Domenico Clerico. 
 

$157.57 / 750ml
$945.42 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included
 

2018 BAROLO DOCG DEL COMMUNE DI 
MONFORTE D'ALBA

 
Domenico Clerico is known for their world class Barolos. 

His Del Commune di Monforte is the entry level to 

experience this fossil land composition. High levels of 

active limestone, clay, sand and loam are the foundation to 

these iconic lines of Barolo wines. The nose on this wine is 

filled with crushed red rose petals and leather. The palate 

reads lots of cherry with a hint of wet clay. 

 
$75.22 / 750ml

$451.32 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included



This red is from a newer territory

for Nebbiolo which is called

Serralunga and has quickly

been producing some of the

best 100% Nebbiolo wines. This

expressive land is showcasing

new and exciting palates of

Nebbiolo. You still get the

classic red cherry and rose

notes you expect from a Barolo

but with the addition of super

salty, savoury stone notes that

ignite the palate and nose in a

new and exciting way.

$1,091.40 / case of 6
 

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 BAROLO
DOCG DEL

COMMUNE DI
SERRALUNGA

D'ALBA



Fattoria di Corsignano has been certified organic
since 2014, and has received numerous awards
for their Chianti Classico, which speaks the
language of the territory and the winemaking
traditions of Siena. Owners, Elena and Mario have
dedicated themselves entirely to this winery.

Their oenological philosophy starts from a strong
artisan connotation and from the will to
guarantee the maximum expression of
Sangiovese, the grape protagonist of their vines.

Producing wine in a sustainable way, on a human
scale, respectful of soils and consumers, has led
them to combining the knowledge of the
winemakers of the past, with the main practices
of organic agriculture and the most modern
techniques of agronomic soil regeneration and
vine protection.

Tuscany, Italy



2015 L'IMPERATORE CHIANTI 
CLASSICO RISERVA DOCG

 
This tarot card inspiration represents, authority,

power and firmness - which perfectly embodies this
iconic Tuscan wine. Be sure to decant for a minimum
of 1 hour before drinking. This full and bold wine has
notes of, plum, black cherry and coffee on both on

the nose and palate.
 

$50.70 / 750ml
$304.20 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 LA COPPIA CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG
 

La Coppia means "The couple" and this red is aged in
Slovenian oak which allows the Sangiovese to be
fully expressed. The low intervention and organic

approach to farming creates a unforgettable
Sangiovese experience. Notes of red cherry, oregano,

roasted tomato, espresso and sweet balsamic. The
palate is plush with ripe red fruit, violet and spicy

notes. This wine is very structured and full.
 

$33.96 / 750ml
$203.76 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 LA COPPIA CHIANTI CLASSICO DOCG
 

La Coppia means "The couple" and this red is aged in 
Slovenian oak which allows the Sangiovese to be fully 

expressed. The low intervention and organic approach to 
farming creates a unforgettable Sangiovese experience. 

Notes of red cherry, oregano, roasted tomato, espresso and 
sweet balsamic. The palate is plush with ripe red fruit, violet

and spicy notes. The 2016 vintage has distinctly more roasted 
nut notes than the 2017 with a hint of truffle and plum.

 
$23.38 / 375ml

$280.56 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included



2013 L'IMPERATRICE CHIANTI CLASSICO
GRAN SELEZIONE DOCG

 
This wine is a very important Sangiovese that represents
the entire winery of Fattoria di Corsignano in one bottle. It

is highly decorated being recognized by its tight tannin
structure and elegant full finish. The 100% Sangiovese has

notes of dark plum, black cherry and coffee. Cement is
used during the maceration process which adds a nice

clean saline component and French pack is used in ageing
for 24 months adding the warm toasty notes. Only 1500

bottles of this special Sangiovese was produced.
 

$88.26 / 750ml
$529.56 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2016 LA LUNA ROSSO TOSCANA
 

This line at the family winery is inspired by Tarot
Cards. This blend is named after "The Moon" and

inspired by the beauty and elegance of the female.
There are only 500 bottles produced of this special

elegant wine. French tonneau barrels are used for 18
months which completes this wine with its round,

long finish. Notes of plum, blackberry and spice are
found on both the nose and palate.

 
$88.19 / 750ml

$529.14 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2015 GLI SPOSI ROSSO TOSCANA IGT
 

The wine is blended then macerated in concrete
vats, adding a bright minerality that cuts through the
richness of this wine. Notes are dominated by black

cherry and warm vanilla. The ageing process is
done in French tonneau and barrique for 24 months

adding a toasty quality. This special wine was
planted on the family owners Elena and Mario's

wedding day.
 

$78.28 / 750ml
$469.68 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



The wine tells the story. That is the essence of

La Vedetta, and how by uncorking a bottle of

their wine immediately connects you to the

story of two winemakers' passion for

Barbaresco heritage and the “terroir-

masterpiece” provided by the area of Cà

Grossa.

In 2016, winemakers and owners, Marco and

Swantje, returned to Langhe from living abroad

to reclaim Marco’s family vineyards and put

them to good use. La Vedetta winery is

situated in one of the most exceptional areas

of the Barbaresco denomination in terms of its

location, microclimate, and morphology of the

vineyards.  La Vedetta wines stand out for their

simplicity and true Barbaresco heritage.

Barbaresco, Italy 

Wine Maker: Marco Viglino



2018 BARBERA D'ASTI
SUPERIORE, SARASINO

 
This Barbera is rich and elegant to say the least. This

red has a silky round mouth-feel that lingers deeply on

the aftertaste. Both the nose and palate exude notes of

roasted coffee, crushed rose petals, and blackberries.

This is a powerful red that delivers on body but is

delicate on the finish.
 

$37.71 / 750ml
$226.26 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 & 2021 LANGHE DOC NEBBIOLO
 

Langhe is seated near some of the most famous 

appellations in Italy, Nebbiolo being the grape 

varietal - arguably the best lighter grape of Italy. The 

florality of this wine is definitely the most dominant, 

especially violet. Lots of red fruit, mostly raspberry on 

the palate with a hint of tobacco and leather. 
 

$36.10 / 750ml
$216.60 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 BARBARESCO CÀ GROSSA
 

Cà Grossa MGA is a designated microclimate,
meaning that this wine grows in an environment that
is unique to only itself. This creates a sophisticated,

complex, yet extremely finessed expression of
Nebbiolo. There is a symphony of savoury and sweet
notes that include, bloomed spices, dried violet, ripe
red fruit, wet sand, clay pot, rose petals, leather and
bright red cherry. This wine is a true thing of beauty.

 
$85.44 / 750ml

$512.64 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Cà Grossa MGA is a designated

microclimate, meaning that this

wine grows in an environment

that is unique to only itself. This

creates a sophisticated,

complex, yet extremely

finessed expression of Nebbiolo.

There is a symphony of savoury

and sweet notes that include,

bloomed spices, dried violet,

ripe red fruit, wet sand, clay pot,

rose petals, leather and bright

red cherry. This wine is a true

thing of beauty.
$189.49 / 1.5L bottle

 
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 
BARBARESCO

CA GROSSA



Faleze Di Anselmi Luca is a family-run

company in Valpolicella, producing award

winning wines year after year. Owner and

certified biologist Luca Anselmi, studied the

territory of Falezze for many years before

beginning to produce in the cellar. 

In 2008 the first bottles of Valpolicella and

Amarone were produced. Nowadays, Luca

collaborates with many Michelin star

restaurants and has achieved worldwide

recognition for his elevated wines. 

The winery house is surrounded by woods,

olive trees and century-old vineyards, a

tradition inherited by three previous

generations. The family dedicates themselves

to every phase of a deliberately limited and

artisanal production: ten thousand bottles.  

Verona, Italy

Wine Maker: Luca Anselmi



2014 & 2015 VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO 
SUPERIORE DOC

 
This Ripasso is held up to the Falezze standard 

with all hand harvested and bottled grapes. These 
grapes reside on hilly terrain, giving it its intense 
and fruity flavours. Layers of cherry and wild fruit 
meets a velvety finish. Maturation is done in 500L 

tonneaux of medium-toasted French oak and 
fermentation in stainless steel. Only 1280 bottles 

were produced of the 2014 vintage. 
 

$58.30 / 750ml
$349.80 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA DOCG

 
In true Falezze family fashion, all Amarone bottles 

are done by hand as well as the appassimento 
process. They also harvest all the grapes by hand 

to protect the 80 year old vines and select only 
the best grapes for this specific Amarone. 

Fermentation is done in stainless steel with 
temperature control, followed by maturation in 
500L French oak barrels. There was only 6900 
bottles produced of the 2013 vintage, therefore 
making this the definition of a collector's wine. 

 
$99.05 / 750ml

$297.15 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2015 AMARONE DELLA
VALPOLICELLA DOCG

 
In true Falezze family fashion, all Amarone bottles 

are done by hand as well as the appassimento 
process. They also harvest all the grapes by hand 

to protect the 80 year old vines and select only 
the best grapes for this specific Amarone. 

Fermentation is done in stainless steel with 
temperature control, followed by maturation in 
500L French oak barrels. There was only 6900 
bottles produced of the 2013 vintage, therefore 
making this the definition of a collector's wine. 

 
$217.66 / 1.5L

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2014 VALPOLICELLA RIPASSO 
SUPERIORE DOC

 
This Ripasso is held up to the Falezze standard 

with all hand harvested and bottled grapes. These 
grapes reside on hilly terrain, giving it its intense 
and fruity flavours. Layers of cherry and wild fruit 
meets a velvety finish. Maturation is done in 500L 

tonneaux of medium-toasted French oak and 
fermentation in stainless steel. Only 1280 bottles 

were produced of the 2014 vintage. 
 

$151.99 / 1.5L
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



MAGI Spirits was born from the idea of Gianna

and Marco, a mother and son who combined

their passion for botany and distillation to

make spirits and liqueurs that could unite both

worlds while reflecting Italy’s heritage.

All of MAGI’s production is based in Italy, in the

city of Como. The team shares great pride in

the diversity of the Italian rich botanicals and

the local traditions of spirit distilling, which are

the foundation of their products and brand

values. 

Their team of expert etho-botanists source

local botanicals to respect the cycle of nature

and guarantee the quality of the ingredients,

which produces their unique collection of gins

and vermouths. 

Como, Italy



VENTI LÀMARO ITALIANO
 

This Amaro is made in the mountainous region of Lake 
Como where the winery gets to use the fresh water 
and the mountain air. The ingredients used are all 
from specific areas of Italy and blended with top 

secret botanicals. A few of these ingredients include
lemons from Campania, pine from Trentino, juniper 
from Tuscany, oranges from Sicily and basil from 

Basilicata.
 

$63.90 / 700ml
$383.40 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

RIVO GIN
 

This gin is foraged from the mountains in Lake
Como and the ideology of these spirit makers is to
take and give to the land which has already won
over six awards. The small batch production is

done with love and craftsmanship. This
spectacular gin is made with no sugars, no

additives and no artificial ingredients. 
 

$72.75 / 500ml
$436.50 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



“For me, wine is life.”

- Mario Schiopetto

Mario Schiopetto was part of a group of 

producers who worked from the end of the 

1960s through to the 1970s to improve and 

modernize the methods of Italian wine 

production. In 1965, Mario bottled his first 

“Tocai” thus, giving birth to the era of modern 

white wine in Friuli and transforming the 

conception of Italian white wine forever.

Mario Schiopetto was a dedicated winemaker 

and through every glass consumed he made 

sure you could taste the story of the terroir it 

came from. Today, the business continues in 

his legacy using his precious lessons, and 

putting a strong focus on innovation in order to 

produce only high quality products while 

respecting the earth and its environment.

Friuli-Venezia, Italy



2020 PINOT BIANCO COLLIO DOC
 

This is a Schiopetto classic, as this white wine has been 
produced since 1967. Aligned with the original ideologies of 

Mario Schiopetto all harvest is done manually and with newer 
technologies now fermented in stainless steel. This allows for the 

Pinot Bianco to shine with its creamy texture but find balance 
from the stainless steel fermentation adding refreshing peachy- 

pear notes and lemon zest to the palate. The nose is rich with 
raw almond, ripe fruit and wet gravel. Refinement is on lees for 8 
months adding the well known complexity of Schiopetto whites.

 
$43.60 / 750ml

$523.20 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 MALVASIA COLLIO DOC 
 

These grapes are grown in the historic hills of Friuli laden in 
marly soil composed of clay, silt and mineral rich 

limestone. This aromatic white is harvested by hand then 
pressed at a low temperature with no sulphur dioxide

giving rich notes of honeysuckle, jasmine and white peach 
with dominant notes of seashell on the nose. Aged in 

stainless steel for 8 months then in bottle for a minimum of 
5 months giving this wine its distinct creamy richness with 

the perfect balance of sweet freshness.
 

$43.60 / 750ml
$523.20 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 FRIULANO COLLIO DOC
 

The Friulano grape is indigenous to Friuli and was one of the 
first made by Mario Schiopetto, as the first production of this 
Friulano was 1965. This is a full-bodied white with a savoury 

characteristic that is versatile with pairings and has a  signature 
high acidity. Fermentation is in stainless steel for 10-12 days 
then aged 8 months then aged in moves to its final stage in 

bottle for a minimum of 5 months. Notes of almond, apricot and 
pear dominate the palate while the nose is blossomed with 

herbaceousness, seaweed and grapefruit. Pair this with 
anything from cured meats, vongole pasta, game and chicken - 

this is a white to be served with your mains.
 

$43.60 / 750ml
$523.20 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2018 RIVAROSSA IGT VENEZIA GIULIA
 

Rivarossa stands for the name of the cadastral parcel that resides 
on the property, this ruby coloured red was first produced in 1968. 

Every single grape that goes into the Rivarossa is manually 
harvested and destemmed and fermented separately. The soil of 
Rivarossa is predominately clay and each vintage produced has a 

unique fermentation and refinement period unique to the 
phenolic conditions of the grapes in each vintage. Notes of 

blackberry, liquorice, tobacco and black pepper compliment the 
velvety mouthfeel. Malolactic fermentation is the culprit for the 

incredible mouthfeel then ageing in oak barrels for 14 months that 
gives its nice toasty warmth on the finish.

 
$43.92 / 750ml

$527.04 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 SAUVIGNON COLLIO DOC 
 

This white is new to the legendary collection of Mario 
Schiopetto whites being that this is its first vintage, 

2020! Although this Sauv Blanc is soft and elegant, do 
not be fooled - there is a ton of structure here. Notes of

fresh flowers with hints of exotic nuances. The long 
finish and plush acidity is the stand out with this 

particular wine. The terroir comes through the wine 
with green notes on the nose, gravel on the palate and 

green hues blending with its straw yellow colour.
 

$43.60 / 750ml
$523.20 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 PINOT GRIGIO COLLIO DOC
 

This iconic Pinot Grigio was put on the map by Mario Schiopetto, 
the first production of this Pinot Grigio was 1968. These grapes 
are grown in the hills in medium marl soil, they are all manually 

harvested and soft pressed with zero added sulphur dioxide, 
then fermented in stainless steel and refined on the lees for 8 
months. There is a unique savoury palate on this Pinot Grigio 

with notes of banana and passion fruit on the nose and 
cantaloupe, lemon rind and wet rock on the palate. The 

persistent and complex finish is what this wine is known for. This 
is a Pinot Grigio suitable for collector’s that can also be drunk 

immediately. A must try!
 

$43.60 / 750ml
$523.20 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2020 ‘A’ AMRITÀ DOC FRIULI
 

This is the first vintage of this stunning and unique 
white wine blend that is predominantly Chardonnay 
blended with Friulano grapes from the old Friulano 
vines of Colli Orientali. The Chardonnay brings the 

elegance to the wine and the Friulano contributes the 
complex fruit notes. 

 
$140.53 / 750ml

$843.18 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 ‘M’ MARIO SCHIOPETTO
FRIULANO DOC COLLIO

 
This unique blend of the oldest vines of the Friulano grape 

on the property that were planted in 1954 with Riesling 
grapes that reside on a pristine south-facing side of the 

property. This full-bodied white is considered top of the line 
within the famous whites of Mario Schiopetto. A rich 

mouthfeel is accompanied with notes of custard, sweet 
almond, pear and quince. This show stopping white is 
juxtaposed with a delicate nose and strong palate that 

finishes with a beautifully strong minerality. 
 

$131.51 / 750ml
$789.06 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 BLUMERI ROSSO IGT VENEZIA GIULIA

This specific clone of Refosco is called Refosco dal 
Peduncolo Rosso which is a result of a viticulture pursuit 
that started in 2000. The first vintage of this wine was in 
2001. This specific  area in which these grapes grow is a 
microclimate that is now known as Podere dei Blumeri. 

This blend of soft and strong delivers an incredible 
bouquet of blue and purple flowers, blackcurrant, 

morello cherry with balsamic and tobacco on the finish. 

$64.38 / 750ml
$772.56 / case of 

*HST and bottle deposit not included



Experience all the tastes of Tuscany in the
Franca Franci's Tassi wines.  From the
magnificent territory of the Montalcino hills rich
in history, culture and tradition, unique grapes
are born, with a magical flavor. Born from the
passion of the Tassi family, the wines produced
on the slopes of the ancient castle of Velona
contain all the taste of Tuscan tradition, the
aromas and flavors of this ancient land.

The Tassi family for generations has rooted in
Montalcino, with immense respect for the land
and winemaking traditions, they opened the
winery almost twenty years ago.   Since then,
they have been producing two distinct kinds of
Brunello: Tassi and Franci, two wines originating
from separate vineyards in order to preserve and
promote the unique qualities of each exceptional
wine. 

Tuscany, Italy

Wine Maker: Fabio Tassi



2015 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG LA
FORTEZZA

 
Fabio Tassi hand picks the grapes for each vintage
of La Fortezza which is then fermented in concrete

for 8-10 days and aged in wooden barrels for 12
months. Notes of roasted tomato, red cherry and

prune dominate on the palate and nose. Sangiovese
from Tassi di Montalcino is an experience no matter

which bottle you choose to try. 
 

$86.76 / 750ml
$520.56 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2016 ROSSO DI MONTALCINO DOC TASSI 
 

Fragrant purple-flower, ripe plum and baking
spice aromas lead the nose. On the full-bodied

palate, tight, velvety tannins accompany
succulent black cherry, blackberry and star anise.

It's not your typical easy-going Rosso and will
offer good mid-term aging. Drink through 2021–

2026.
 

$47.15 / 750ml
$565.80 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2016 CONSILIUM IGT ROSSO TOSCANO
 

This three-generation family winery is one of the 
best producers in the world. 2016 is a beautiful 
vintage that had a very mild spring with a little 

rain, a hot summer and then mild and rainy 
harvest. This created a gentle, soft and nuanced 
expression of Sangiovese. Notes of crushed rose 
petals, stewed strawberry and sweet balsamic.

 
$23.83 / 750ml

$285.96 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2013 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO
DOCG FRANCI RISERVA

 
Celebrated as one of the best Brunello bottles in the
world, this wine needs no introduction. This vintage

was nearly a perfect season and harvest. Mother
nature in partnership with the aging process in

wooden barrels is what makes this beautiful wine.
Notes range from leather, wet earth, black liquorice,
black and white pepper, menthol, vanilla, caramel,

dark chocolate and espresso.
 

$338.55 / 750ml
$2,031.30 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2016 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO
DOCG COLOMBAIO

 
This world renowned Brunello is extended on

maceration for 20-25 days in wooden vats, then it is
aged for 36 months in small wooden barrels. This

process leaves a juice that is warm, spicy, fruit forward
and savoury. A truly unforgettable experience. Notes of
stewed strawberries and dried herbs take the forefront

on the nose and palate. We then have background
layers of roasted espresso, ripe red cherry and plum.

 
$231.68 / 750ml

$1,390.08 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2015 BRUNELLO DI MONTALCINO DOCG
TASSI SELEZIONE

 
Made from 100% Sangiovese grapes from a

specific clone called "Brunello" in the town of
Montalcino. Enticing, complex aromas of red
cherry, brown spices, roasted coffee beans,
potpourri, rose petal and licorice. Sweet and

subtle, with wonderful perfumed inner-mouth
intensity of flavors similar to the aromas.

 
$197.10 / 750ml

$1,182.60 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2013 and 2015 are coveted as

almost perfect seasons and

harvests of the last decade of

vintages. The hot summer and

cool, wet harvests allowed the

most perfect expression of

Sangiovese to grow to its

utmost potential. Notes are

very similar to the 2013 vintage

such as, red cherry, caramel,

tobacco, mushroom, leather,

white pepper, licorice,

espresso and dark chocolate.

To date, the 2015 has been the

best bottle the Tassi family has

produced. This is one for a

collector's cellar. 
$421.21 / 750ml

$2,527.26 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2015 BRUNELLO
DI MONTALCINO

DOCG FRANCI
RISERVA



“A great passion for the land makes you put your

heart into our work. The sensations of our wines

are born from the care of the ancient vineyards

of the Estate and from the skilful work of the

cellar which bring with them a fragment of their

land of origin and the history from which they

come.”

Tenuta Piano di Rustano is located in the high

Macerata lands.  The oldest vineyard on the

estate still produces the ancient variety of

Malvasia, a grape which has made such

longevity possible for the winery. Located at the

top of the hill, it is not possible to enter the rows

with tractors. All of the caring of the vines is

carried out by hand, paying homage and respect

to the ways of traditional wine making and the

true essence of the cherished grape.

Marche, Italy 



2019 VERDICCHIO MATELICA
TORRE DEL PARCO

 
This Verdicchio is a beautiful straw yellow with notes of

pineapple, grapefruit, apple and lime. This wine is
made from vines over 70 years old and is an

impeccable expression of the terroir. One of the oldest
DOC in Marche.

 
$22.50 / 750ml

$135.00 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 MALVASIA BIANCA DI CANDIA
"IL COVONE"

 

This wine is picked from the historic vine Terre
Maceratesi and this Malvasia is native to the land.

Expression of this varietal comes through as notes of
elderberry, yellow plum, peach, and wet rock. 

 
$20.68 / 750ml

$124.08 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 MALVASIA BIANCA 
CADIA-PASSITO RUSTANO

 
Delicate ethereal notes and bright gold with amber

reflections, with presenting scents of mandarin, candied
fruit, chamomile, honey and dried apricots. In the mouth it
is wrapping, soft and warm, perfectly balanced thanks to

the fresh-sapid note that maintains its liveliness. The finish
is elegant and pleasantly long. An ancient Malvasia

vineyard, a long withering and aging in small barrels gives
us this elegant raisin wine. 

 
$42.57 / 375ml

$255.42 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included



2017 VERDICCHIO MATELICA-CAVALIER
VINCENZO SPARKLING

 
This Spumante is very decorated as The

Lebboroni family ages it within their caves. The
nose palate is full of chamomile, mallow and soft

delicate yeast. The mouth palate is the perfect
white peach, yellow roses and sweet almond. 

 
$44.95 / 750ml

$269.70 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 WINE AND HONEY - "ESSENTIA"
 

This one-of-a-kind wine is created by adding
wildflower honey that is harvested at the winery to

the fermentation process. The bacterias that promote
alcoholic fermentation have a frenzy with the honey,
and Essentia is born. Deep intensity and complexity
are met with minerality and a soft finish. Meant to be

enjoyed as an aperitif. 
 

$28.21 / 750ml
$157.26 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Drink good wine, drink Di Berardino… 

In the valley of Fonte Vecchia, climbing steep 

slopes, the vineyards extend. In the distance 

stands the bell tower of the village of Villa 

Caldari and the rhythmic chimes interrupt the 

silence of the surrounding landscape.

The meticulous attention their farmers reserve 

for the vines and the optimal climate, with 

sunstrokes that touch tropical temperatures, 

softened by the cool night wind that blows from 

the mountain, are the determining factors which 

give their wines their peculiar 

characteristics.Organic production 

harmoniously combines the uses, traditions and 

crafts of the people, in the deepest respect for 

the cycle of nature.

Abruzzo, Italy 



2021 TREBBIANO D'ABRUZZO
DOC FONTEMONTE

 
This white is the perfect balance between mineral driven and 

fruity. Expect notes of pear, peach and tropical fruit with a good 
structure and lots of hints of terroir. It is expressed in the wine 

with coastal notes of salt and basil, then the wet stone from the 
minerality. The finish is long and persistently fresh. Pair this wine 

with hard aged cheeses,white pizzas, olive oil-based pastas, 
seafood and roast chicken. This is a unique and approachable 

white wine that can age in your cellar for up to 3-5 years. This is a 
must try for an interesting and balanced italian white.

 
$21.28 / 750ml

$255.36 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2021 VOLO PECORINO
TERRE DI CHIETI IGT 

 
This pecorino is aromatic and bright. It is so soft and elegant 
while being complex with an array of nuances. White peach, 
melon and a subtle saltiness are the main umbrella of notes. 
This wine is perfectly medium bodied with medium acidity 

since the grapes are actually red. During the vinification 
process the skins are very carefully removed to avoid 

maceration. This white can be paired like a red wine due to its 
rich texture and structure. Play around with roast chicken, 

lamb, italian sausage, ripe cheeses and charcuterie. 
 

$28.07 / 750ml
$336.84 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 
2020 & 2021 ROSAERA ROSÉ

D'ABRUZZO DOC 
 

This Rosé is tediously taken care of with the organic farming practices 
at Di Beraradino and combined with the vineyard being surrounded by 

mountains and just a stones throw to the Adriatic Sea. This 
combination allows such a unique rosè that is full of depth. Maceration 

is done at a low temperature to ensure the smooth extraction of the 
grapes body. Then, alcoholic fermentation is done in steel which 
brings out the minerality that naturally exists in the wine from the 

mountain water that runs an abundance of minerals to the vines. Lots 
of fresh fruit on the palate like ripe cherry and the nose has a bouquet 
of floral notes and finally, the montepulciano comes through with its 

structure and persistent finish. 
 

$24.19 / 750ml
$290.28 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included



2020 FONTEVECCHIA 
MONTEPULCIANO DOC

 
This particular wine from the collection is named 

after the valley of Fonte Vecchia which consists of 
steep slopes nearing the mountains and Adriatic 
Sea. This winery sees tropical like temperatures 
during the days and a consistent cool night wind 

from the mountain and sea. This provides an ideal 
climate for the Montepulciano grapes to mature to 
their best expression. Expect luscious dark fruit on 

the palate such as, plum and black cherry. The 
finish is incredibly smooth with hints of chocolate 

and a persistent finish with spice on the end. 
Anything pork, veal or pasta will shine with this 

stunning red.
 

$22.63 / 750ml
$271.56 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2014 MONTEPULCIANO DOC GABRIEL
 

This luxurious red is the pinnacle of the mastery of
this terroir and grape at Di Beraradino wines. The 

ageing process of these hand selected grapes for 
each vintage is done in French barriques for 24 

months. Prior to this the vinification includes a very 
long maceration period - giving this wine its deep 
and luxurious nuances. This dark garnet red and 

bluish wine is actually smooth and medium 
bodied. Notes include wild berries, pomegranate 

and black truffle on the nose. Morello cherry. 
blackberry, pepper, clove and cocoa are dominant 

on the palette. The mouthfeel is velvety with a 
very long finish, pairings of this wine are endless - 
consider this your safest bet when pairing with any 

elevated dinner.
 

$61.95 / 750ml
$743.40 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Built at the end of the sixteenth century, Volpe

Pasini is one of the oldest and most renowned

wineries in North East Italy, in the heart of the

DOC zone of the Colli Orientali of Friuli.  

Led by a true star of Italian winemaking,

Lorenzo Landi, Volpe Pasini’s production

philosophy can be condensed into three key

words: Originality (provided by the land,

unequalled and exclusive), Longevity, and

Pleasantness. The grapevine is a special plant

which, like no other, has the capacity to transfer

into the grapes the spirit of the earth in which it

grows. In excellent terroir it succeeds in

producing grapes which are original and

different from those grown in any other part of

the world. 

Friuli-Venezia, Giulia, Italy 

Wine Maker: Lorenzo Landi



2018, 2019, & 2020 GRIN PINOT GRIGIO
 

This iconic Pinot Grigio is deeply nuanced while still 
being incredibly approachable. The nose is full of dry 
hay, wet grass and green apple. The stunning palate 
is filled with ripe peach, quince, pear and honeydew 

melon.
 

$18.55 / 750ml
$222.60 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 & 2020 GRIVO PINOT GRIGIO 
 

There is no better place in the world then Friuli to 
drink Pinot Grigio. The grapes are at their fullest 
potential of expression with nuances of melon, 

nectarine, honey, yellow apple,citrus, saline, wet 
earth, stone and white flowers on both the nose and 
palate. Volpe Pasini produces some of the best Pinot 

Grigio in the entire world.
 
 

$14.75 / 375ml (2019)
$177.00 / case of 12

 
$23.50 / 750ml (2020)
$282.00 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2019 CHARDONNAY
 

The appellation of Colli and region of Friuli are actually 
quite optimal for the grape Chardonnay. Although not 

native to the area, it is widespread now and a celebrated 
version of Chardonnay. Both fermentation and vinification 
are done using stainless steel so you get this brilliant fresh 

minerality that brightens the entire palate while still 
delivering all that you want from a classic Chardonnay. 
Notes on both the nose and palate are reminiscent of 
papaya, lemon balm, dried pineapple, wet flint rocks, 

peach and honeysuckle.
 

$23.50 / 750ml
$282.00 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included
 

2020 SAUVIGNON BLANC IGT GIULIA
 

This outstanding Sauvignon Blanc showcases 
strong structure which is balanced with the a long 
elegant finish full of nuances of green. The nose is 
lots of hay, honeydew melon and gooseberry. The 
palate is drenched with white peach, passion fruit 

and green pepper. The depth of this wine provides 
a developed structure and refreshing finish.

 
$23.50 / 750ml

$282.00 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 CABERNET IGT GIULIA
 

This red in the Volpe Pasini family has the most savoury 
notes due to the contribution of the Cabernet Franc. The 

elegant herbaceousness meets a refined and elegant 
bold tannin, leaving us with a very complex full-bodied 
wine that is an endless discovery. While its young we 
have tight, structured tannins and ruby red in colour. 

With age it stays bold but becomes velvety and elegant 
turning almost amber in colour. This wine is intentionally 
prolonged in the maceration process to accentuate the 

juicy and savoury complexity qualities.
 

$23.50 / 750ml
$282.00 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included



2015 FOCUS MERLOT
 

These are the best Merlot grapes selected only from
vineyards of Prepotto. The palate is round and

velvety with nuances of black cherry and blackberry.
The ruby red colour of this Merlot looks as juicy as it
is. Warm spices and licorice are on the nose which
are developed through the aging process in new

barrique.
 

$57.78 / 750ml
$346.68 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 PINOT GRIGIO
 

Quite literally the best Pinot Grigio in the world. Bordered

with Austria and Slovenia, the vineyard has the best

growing conditions for Pinot Grigio in Friuli. High elevation,

mountainous region, high mineral soils and very fresh

water is mother nature's gift for Pinot Grigio. Notes include

classic Pinot Grigio nuances such as lemon and green

apple, but due to its perfect symbiosis of environment we

are gifted with additional notes such as, white peach,

saline, smokey earth, walnut husk and sweet almond.
 

$38.45 / 750ml
$230.70 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 REFOSCO DAL PEDUNCOLO ROSSO
 

This red is made of the great native varietal of the Colli
DOC in Friuli, Refosco dal Peduncolo Rosso. The

experience is full and rich, yet velvety and gentle. The
tannins are expressed in the same manner, bold and
strong, up front but gentle, and long lasting on the

lingering delicate aftertaste . Dark fruit such as
blackberries and wild berries are on the palate, while
the nose is expressed through violet, blueberry pie

and moss.
 

$23.50 / 750ml
$141.00 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Cava de Oro is a tequila of exceptional quality

and flavor. Artfully distilled and bottled in el

Arenal, Jalisco, Mexico, under the careful

guidance of the partidas family, third generation

master distillers.  

The family produces this unique tequila using

traditional and artisanal methods, by hand

selecting and harvesting the 100% Blue Agave,

which they grow on site to ensure it’s of the

highest quality. This process is more timely and

as  a result, the tequila is produced in smaller

lots to create the purest expression of tequila

possible. This carefully made tequila should be

enjoyed carefully, sipped slowly to enjoy the

taste of tradition in every drop.

Jalisco, Mexico



TEQUILA, REPOSADO
 

Just as all these special tequilas, this Reposado 
tequila has been aged for 6 months in French white 
oak barrels. Characterized by its bright straw colour, 
it gives a mixture of blue agave, wood aromas, and a 

warm taste. An excellent tequila to enjoy alone or 
mixed in your favourite drink. Its initial entry warms 
the palate, and is followed by flavours of vanilla, oak, 
cinnamon and orange zest. The aroma is that of rich 

blue agave, with hints of its charred French white
oak barrels. The finish is long and pleasant.

 
$15.41 / 50ml

$369.84 / case of 24
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

PLATA, TEQUILA
 

Tequila Plata is intense and fun. 100% agave, double- 
distilled in traditional pot stills, paired with three 
generations of tequila making knowledge, has 

created this incredible Plata tequila. A luminous 
crystalline colour with white and silvery tones, it 

offers a powerful herbaceous and damp earth flavour 
with soft textures of stewed agave and caramel. It has 
a smooth and sweet ending, reassuring it’s character. 
An excellent Plata tequila to enjoy alone or mixed in 

your favourite drink.
 

$14.41 / 50ml
$345.84 / case of 24

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



AÑEJO, TEQUILA 
 

This añejo tequila has spent 2 years maturing in French 
white oak barrels, lending an intense gold colour, with 
a mixture of toasted aromas, and an excellent flavour. 
All Cava De Oro tequilas are artfully crafted from 100% 

hand harvested agave, and this savoury añejo is no 
exception. A tequila to be sipped alone or on the rocks. 
On the palate, an exquisite silky texture with a taste of 

dried fruits and toasted oak.
 

$20.12 / 50ml 
$482.88 / case of 24

 
$159.95 / 750ml

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 
EXTRA AÑEJO, TEQUILA

 
The blue weber agave used to produce Cava de Oro Tequila Extra 

Añejo is harvested at 7 to 10 years, from both the Los Altos and 
Tequila Valley regions of Jalisco. Instead of using the familiar ex- 
bourbon American oak barrels for aging, the distillery utilizes ex- 

red wine French oak barrels, where this Extra Añejo spends 5 years 
maturing. The extra Añejo offering is aged five years versus the 

typical three year minimum which produces its dark amber colour 
and a complexity on the nose which includes cinnamon, caramel, 

vanilla and nutmeg. To be sipped neat or on the rocks and it's 
finish lingers delicately on the palate.

 
$24.07 / 50ml 

$577.68 / case of 24
 

$239.95 / 750ml bottle
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

AÑEJO CRISTALINO, TEQUILA 
 

Aged for 24 months in French white oak barrels, obtaining the 
complexity of an Aged Tequila, and later filtered in a process with
activated carbon, which gives it the perfect touch between its silky 
texture, luminous and crystalline tones. Brilliant nuances and silver 

tones shine through the bottle. On the nose, a multitude of fruity 
aromas and toasted oak. On the palate, the Añejo brings smooth fruit

notes with a bold and long finish.
 

$21.80 / 50ml 
$523.20 / case of 24

 
$180.36 / 750ml bottle

*HST and bottle deposit not included



AÑEJO, BLACK EDITION TEQUILA 
 

Subtle and elegant due to maturation in French white 
oak barrels. The aging process in red-wine woods 
makes this tequila acquire a remarkable depth of 

flavour, which permeates it with richness. The aging 
process in both woods creates a unique flavour and 
plays a fundamental role in the overall spirit flavour. 
With an intense gold and dark amber colour, some 

notes include a multitude of fruity aromas and 
toasted oak.

 
$208.83 / 750ml bottle

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

80 MONTHS SINGLE BARREL
EXTRA AÑEJO, TEQUILA

 
This limited edition 80 Months Single Barrel Extra Añejo 

Tequila was created only for Con-nois-seur Wine Imports in 
the Ontario market.

The Extra Añejo Tequila spends 80 months of rest in French 
white oak barrels. The barrel is hand selected and obtains a 

unique individual flavour. Bright reddish hues and dark amber 
shine through this bottle. On the nose, a multitude of fruity 

aromas and toasted oak. On the palate, exquisite sweetness 
that is amplified with a long finish. 290 bottles were created so 
add this rare limited edition bottle to your collection before it’s 

gone.
 

$474.17 / 750ml bottle
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

EXTRA AÑEJO, ART COLLECTION HUICHOL
TEQUILA

 
The blue weber agave used to produce Cava de Oro Tequila

Extra Añejo is harvested at 7 to 10 years, from both the Los Altos
and Tequila Valley regions of Jalisco. Instead of using the

familiar ex-bourbon American oak barrels for aging, the distillery
utilizes ex-red wine French oak barrels, where this Extra Añejo
spends 5 years maturing. The extra Añejo offering is aged five

years versus the typical three year minimum which produces its
dark amber colour and a complexity on the nose which includes
cinnamon, caramel, vanilla and nutmeg. To be sipped neat or on

the rocks and it's finish lingers delicately on the palate.
 

$356.95 / 750ml bottle
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Gran Reserva De Don Alberto Extra Anejo is a

sweet and tasty Extra Anejo Tequila, made at

Tequilera Puerta de Hierro, in the renowned

Valley region of Jalisco. A tequila complex but

balanced, with extraordinary taste and aromas,

Don Alberto is a noble tequila with a lineage of

supreme agaves and a clean and correct

ripening in barrel. To create the unique aromas

and distinctive taste, the tequila is finished in

American white oak barrels. 

A name rooted in respect, tradition and love,

the tequila is named after Alberto Partida, the

father of Gildardo Partida Melendrez, the owner

of the distillery and owner of Gran Reserva De

Don Alberto, as well as Cava de Oro Tequila. 

Jalisco, Mexico



EXTRA AÑEJO, TEQUILA
 

Exquisite blend of white and extra aged tequila,
rich in flavour and texture; complex but balanced.

Noble, with a great lineage of supreme agaves,
clean and correct maturation in American white
oak barrels. An abundant and silky body with a

dark amber tone, on the nose the Extra Añejo has
notes of intense cooked agave with spices and
toasted aromas. On the palate, notes of agave

cooked with rich vanilla, oak and dried fruit.
 

$225.95 / 750ml bottle
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

AÑEJO, TEQUILA
 

The Añejo is aged in oak, which is the most
dominant profile on the nose and palate along
with wonderful stewed fruits and nutmeg. The
initial first sip will showcase the sweet cooked
agave and ripe red cherry with toasted notes.

Medium viscosity with a really unique note in this
tequila and hints of earth with compliments of the
fruitiness. A well balanced combo that has a very

long lasting, smooth finish.
 

$145.39 / 750ml
$436.17 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

PLATA, TEQUILA
 

Very intriguing nose, with citrus, vanilla, mint and 
spiciness. Smoke is the predominant note with a 

light medicinal aroma of eucalyptus. More 
pronounced smoke on the palette with hints of 

white pepper and light bitterness. A medium 
bodied mouth feel, possessing some sweet agave 
undercurrents and anise on the finish. The smoky, 

minty notes remain constant throughout.
 

$133.01 / 750ml
$399.03 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Torre de Palma winery offers a truly unique

experience as it’s situated within a boutique

hotel at the heart of the Alto Alentejo wine

region, more specifically in Monforte, Portalegre. 

Torre de Palma wines respect the terroir in

which they have grown and are mostly

handcrafted and separated into small lots.

The vineyard is influenced by the harsh climate

of the São Mamede hills, namely wide

temperature variations, which are of paramount

importance to extend grapes’ maturation period.

The rugged soil and the vineyard’s position allow

for a strong natural ventilation. To put it simply,

they’ve discovered the perfect conditions to

produce unique wines in line with the

surrounding nature.

Monforte, Portugal



2019 WHITE WINE
 

This incredible winery is extremely detailed in their
vinification and all processes are temperature

controlled. This white wine is given a crystallized type
of minerality that is due to the cold press decanting
before fermentation. The nose and palate alike are
filled with green notes and bright yellow fruit which
are then integrated with oak. French oak barrels are

used in both the fermentation and ageing processes.
This decadent and refreshing wine is one to impress

all your guests.
 

$31.43 / 750ml
$188.58 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 ARINTO & ALVARINHO
 

The grapes for this white wine are all hand-picked
at harvest and then meticulously stored in a cold

storage for 24 hours. Utilizing cool temperate
control before fermentation is a signature of Torre
de Palma and this creates a crystal-like texture of
minerality. This elegant and sophisticated white

wine is stored in oak barrels from Burgundy giving
it a nice toasty brioche nuance. Other notes on this
wine are beeswax, roasted hazelnuts, grapefruit,

honeydew, saline and nectarine. 
 

$40.20 / 750ml
$241.20 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2020 ROSÉ
 

This Rosé is crafted from three red grape varieties
in a sustainable production system: Touriga

Nacional, Aragonez and Tinta Miúda (Graciano).
Manual harvest and soft pressing is done in order
to obtain its light pink color. This Rosé has a fruity
aroma with notes of cherry and wild strawberries

creating a very elegant fine wine with vibrant
acidity. Production limited to 3130 bottles and 100

Magnum bottles. 
. 

$36.64 / 750ml
$218.76 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 RED WINE
 

This red is manually harvested then placed into
marble tanks which is not only unique but adds an
opulence to this complex wine. In conjunction with

the marble tanks, this wine ages in half cement
vats and half in French oak. Both the marble and
the cement add a stoney minerality to the palate
where the French oak contributes to the refined
notes of earth and red fruit. The notes you will
discover on both the nose and palate are, wild
mushroom, pomegranate, black cherry, black

plum, sweet tobacco and mint.
 

$38.45 / 750ml
$230.70 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



WINE, ART, CULTURE.

Discover QUINTA DA BOEIRA…

 

Quinta da Boeira was built by Manuel da Rocha Romariz 

who returned from Brazil in the beginning of the 19th 

century. With a profound knowledge of the Brazilian 

market, he registered himself as a Wine Port exporter in 

1850 using two trade names for the labels: ROMARIZ 

and BOEIRA.

These brands quickly conquered the consideration and 

trust of the consumers and distributors due to its quality 

and expanded to several markets, including the 

Portuguese, English, French and Brazilian markets, 

among others. All of their wines received the quality 

certification of Port and Douro Wines Institute and have 

also been awarded Gold medals in several international 

competitions. Their facilities in Vila Nova de Gaia, 

Portugal have received The Best Wine Tourism award

for two consecutive years, 2015 and 2016.

Porto, Portugal



BOEIRA BOTTLE KING 30 YEARS OLD
 

Amber color with copper reflections. Notes of 
dried fruit and honey balancing the rich aromas of 
nuts and roasting. Subtle flavors of dried fruits with 

exotic layers of caramel, nuts and coffee beans.
Exuberant and silky richness, with an elegant 

quality.
 

$92.90 / 750ml
$278.70 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

BOEIRA BOTTLE KING 20 YEARS OLD
 

Brownish color with copper reflexes. Opulent and 
voluptuous nose of complex aromas of fruit and 

jam, spices and dry fruits, notes of orange flowers 
and wood. The mouth is full of very rich and 
concentrated flavors with a delicate finish.

 
$64.45 / 750ml

$193.35 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2005 COLHEITA BOEIRA
 

Presents a brick red color loaded with brownish tinge.
The aroma is very elegant, fresh with notes of dried 

fruit and a subtle character of spices. In the mouth it is 
seductive, refreshing and with notes of dried fruits.

Elegant, silky and very long finish.
 

$39.10 / 750ml
$234.60 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

BOEIRA VERY OLD TAWNY DECANTER
 

This very old tawny is like none other…
It has a beautiful golden-olive green tint, the result 

of many years spent in hull. On the nose, 
concentrated, dense, and powerful notes of nuts, 
honey and spices. On the palate, notes of nutmeg, 

intense flavours of dried fruits and coffee stand 
out. A rich, intense and voluptuous texture 

culminates in an elegant and persistent finish.
 

$1,639.89 / 750ml
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Jarabe de Palo wines are the new liquor wines

from the Marina Alta, White and Red Vermouth

and a new Mistela.  Certified by the DO Alicante,

these exclusive wines are the result of the

collaboration side by side between the Antonio

Llobell Winery, the winemaker Víctor Martín

and, Macaulay & Cumming, with their

differentiating contribution Oak Master.

Jarabe de Palo vermouths are the first in Spain

to incorporate the oak infusion into the bottle.

Oak Master closures enhance the organoleptic

qualities of these exceptional products.

Qualities that vary according to the botanical

origin of the wood, its provenance, its weight

and the intensity of the toasting applied.

Alicante, Spain



WHITE VERMOUTH
 

This Vermouth exhibits toasted aromas and
flavours with vanilla notes provided by the

American oak infusion stoppers, achieving a
perfect balance with a background of grapes and
raisins from the most recognized muscat vineyard

area in the world, Teulada (Alicante – Spain).
 

$28.33 / 750ml
$169.98 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

RED VERMOUTH
 

This Vermouth exhibits toasted aromas and flavors
with spicy notes provided by the French oak

infusion stoppers, achieving a perfect balance with
a background of grapes and raisins from the most

recognized muscat vineyard area in the world,
Teulada (Alicante – Spain).

 
$28.33 / 750ml

$169.98 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Viña Elena is a bodega from Jumilla located in

the north of Murcia, Spain. This family-run

bodega dates back to 1948 when Francisco, the

current generation’s late-grandfather, began to

make wine from his modest winepress at the

family

Although the business has evolved in terms of

technology, the current generation are

respectful of their family heritage and strive to

create a warm and friendly environment for

both clients and employees alike following the

examples of Paco and Francisco. 

Jumilla, Spain



2019 PACHECO SELECCIÓN
 

Elena Pacheco achieves such elegance in her hot climate 
environment, this is why Viña Elena is known as one of 

the best wineries in Jumilla. This red is dedicated to 
Pacho Pacheco, the patriarch of the family. This full- 

bodied wine contains stewed fruit on the nose and palate 
with nuances of red roses and earth. One of the only 

wines to be aged in oak and has very smooth tannins with 
a velvety finish. Perfect on its own or in a negroni. The is 

an elevated home bar staple.
 

$31.08 / 750ml
$186.48 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2020 PACHECO MONASTRELL
 

This red is hand picked and dry farmed. Viña
Elena's organic farms are known for their

meticulous care. This native varietal gives us notes
of raspberry and cherry, lots of warm spice and

earth. The mouthfeel is round and the finish is long
making this a must try wine.

 
$15.63 / 750ml

$187.56 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 PACHECO GRANACHA 
 

When grape varieties from other regions are
grown in Jumilla, they acquire distinctive

characteristics due to its unique climate and soil.
Aware of this differentiating factor, Bodegas Viña

Elena aim to demonstrate just how special
Jumilla’s single-varietal wines really are.

 
$15.63 / 750ml

$187.56 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Natural, principled wine, for everyone. That is the

mission behind ALIT Wines, the small team of

passionate winemakers driven to spread the

pleasure of exceptional wines.

A deep rooted understanding about the history

of their land, the team farms organically and

minimizes intervention, aiming to capture a

vineyard’s natural ecosystem in a bottle. That

means dry farming, where natural rainfall

replaces conventional irrigation. This method

conserves water while producing small but

intensely flavorful grapes.

During the fermentation process, the team lends

on the vineyard’s native wild yeasts to transform

the grapes into wine. Mother Nature creates the

flavors, textures, and aromas with a little support

from the winemakers. 

Willamette Valley, Oregon 



This red is our wine specialist's

Top Pick for 2021! Notes of red

cherry, white pepper, plum and

cedar will be found on both the

nose and palate. This elegant

Pinot Noir has an incredibly

long finish that develops over

time showcasing its finessed

structure.

$58.34 / 750ml
$700.08 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2015 PINOT NOIR



Anderson’s Conn Valley Vineyards is just a short 

drive from downtown St. Helena. It is a charming 

timepiece of a traditional Napa winery, featuring 

world-class fine wines that have compelling 

aromas, tastes and textures. Anderson’s Conn 

Valley Vineyards is a 40-acre estate located just 

south of Howell Mountain in Conn Valley which 

allows their talented winemakers access to some 

of the finest grapes in the world.

Since 1983 they have been family owned and 

operated and at Anderson’s Conn Valley 

Vineyard, they know and care about fine wine. 

They want you to enjoy the best that Napa 

Valley, the gem of the American winemaking 

industry, can produce.

Napa Valley, California



2018 NAPA CABERNET SAUVIGNON
 

This Cabernet blend shows lots of black fruit on the palate, 
dominated with blackberry pie and black currant. There is a 

deep richness with this Cab but it is surprisingly medium 
bodied. Due to its meticulously handcrafted care in 

vinification this wine has an ageing potential of 10-12 years 
for optimal drinking and development of complexities. Todd 
drives this winery with a full-on natural approach with zero 

human intervention past harvest and barrel ageing. This 
Napa Cab is a must try for those who are in love with the 

appellation as this is one of the most unique renditions you 
will find.

 
$128.77 / 750ml

$772.62 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2019 SAUVIGNON BLANC
 

Notably floral and fruity with an aromatic balance between both 
notes. This Sauvignon Blanc is distinctly flinty in texture and is 

known for its green nuances. ACVV is known for its non-malolactic 
fermentation that challenges the norm and has grown a wine cult 

following. These white grapes are the newest addition to the ACVV 
family and are an absolute knockout. This greenish-gold hued 
elegant Sauvignon is rich in every sense of the word with an 

incredibly refreshing palate. Complex yet approachable, you will 
find a mix of tropical and stone fruit on the nose and palate, along 
with stewed citrus with orange blossom, melon, fresh peach and 

lemon curd.
 

$104.85 / 750ml
$629.10 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 RIGHT BANK 
 

The ACVV son and father team believe in zero intervention, 
meaning just grapes and barrels-only. This vintage is decorated 

with 92 points by both Vinous and 94 points by The Wine 
Advocate for this particular 2017 vintage. Expect dark juicy plum 

and dark fruit all over the palate with nuances of baking spice 
on the nose. Lots of cinnamon, clove, cardamom, with its 

signature Right Bank long peppery finish. As this ages and 
decants notes of tar, fresh earth and charcoal grill will emerge 
with lots of chocolate and vanilla on the palate produced from 
its ageing process of 18 months in 40% new French oak barrels.

 
$171.26 / 750ml

$1,027.56 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2016 ESTATE RESERVE CABERNET
 

This Cab is the flagship wine of the ACVV dynasty 
rich in texture and savoury finishes. This Flagship 
cab completely embodies and mimics the terroir 

in a bottle. Todd and his father use Todd;s 
Geophysicist background and the fermentation 
process alone to create this luscious red. This 

vintage spent 22 months in 55% new French oak 
and has a two decade ageing potential. The 

palate and nose are abundant with dried herb, 
crushed violet, fresh eucalyptus, leather, 

cinnamon and dark chocolate. On top of the 
sought after long-finish on this wine the texture is 
full of spice and chew. The natural and scientific 

approach taken in this wine process of vinification 
is something any Napa Cab drinker must try.

 
$213.78 / 750ml

$641.34 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 ELOGE
 

The Eloge is both Bordeaux inspired and a classic 
Bordeaux Blend. This Napa red has a cult-following 

with its unique spin on Cabernet Sauvignon, Cabernet 
Franc, Merlot and Petit Verdot which delivers the rich 
depth that all Napa drinkers are looking for, yet it also 
holds a red fruit driven finish that is unlike the rest of 
the ACVV family. The Eloge also has unique notes on 

the palate and nose that is mostly red fruit forward 
including -black cherry, stewed red cherries and red 

currants, earthy notes of forest floor and smokey 
leather. This Bordeaux blend is spice heavy with 

nuances of green cardamom, cumin and ginger while 
having a light floriality that is on the end of the nose. 
This iconic Napa wine can be drunk in 3-4 years for 

optimal notes with ageing potential that surpasses two 
decades. 

 
$290.54 / 750ml

$871.62 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Perched high on top of Spring Mountain in

Napa Valley, Behrens Family Winery is a

boutique winery in the truest sense. Since

1993 the winery has been owned by Les

Behrens and Lisa Drinkward, who produce

small lots of six or seven wines a year to

maintain the highest quality and consistency

of their wines. Each wine is a low tech labor

of love and truly “hand-crafted”: crushed into

one-ton T-bins, punched down by hand,

gently transferred to barrel, and bottled

unfined and unfiltered. 

The owners make it a priority to partner with

small, interesting and low-yielding vineyard

sites, working with growers who they know,

like and trust, and who are as obsessive

about quality as they are. The excellence of

the wine speaks for itself.

Wine Maker: Les Behrens

 Napa Valley, California  



2018 KICK RANCH PETITE SIRAH
 

This Californian Petite Sirah drinks much like a 

Malbec. This is also reminiscent in the wine with its

deeply powerful ruby and purple hues. The notes 

are so profound on this wine, and the nose and 

palate are covered in notes of blackberry and 

blueberry pie, tar, leather, cocoa, cedar and 

chocolate. This Petite Sirah will be on the top of 

your most enjoyed list.
 

$122.52 / 750ml
$735.12 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2019 LA DANZA
 

This 2019 Sauvignon Blanc/Sauvignon Musqué 
blend from Kick Ranch is remarkably lively, crisp and 
refreshing. Appealing citrus and floral notes abound, 

with just a hint of tropical fruit, and the supple and 
balanced texture keeps everything zipping along

 
$78.01 / 750ml

$468.06 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2015 & 2017 SAINTE FUMÉE, SYRAH
 

This luscious and distinct wine has immediate 

notes of black raspberry, black cherry and red 

currant on the palate. The nose is blossoming

with blue and purple flowers, cassis, chocolate, 

hickory, vanilla and mocha. This Syrah falls 

perfectly within the Behrens Family Winery 

portfolio with all of its big, bold body and taste.  
 

$143.64 / 750ml
$861.84 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2016 LABOUR OF LOVE, 
CABERNET FRANC BLEND 

 
This exquisite wine was created by the owner's love for 

Bordeaux wine. Labour of Love obtained its name due 

to the amount of hands on labour that led to produce 

this wine. This often "sold out" wine has notes of 

tobacco, charcoal, graphite, vanilla, baking spice, and 

oak blackberry crumble. This rare fine wine is made 

with love and meant to be enjoyed with those you love.
 

$267.14 / 750ml
$801.42 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2016 FRONT MAN, MERLOT

2016 Front Man is rated as one of the best vintages of 
this wine. Although this beautiful blend has the 

distinct Behrens aromas such as chocolate, vanilla, 
cedar and dark plum, the Front Man Merlot is unique 

in the sense that it holds quite a bit of minerality which 
we don't often see in Behrens Family wine. On the 

nose and palate there are notes of crushed wet stone, 
minerals, blueberry pie and baking spice. This is a rare 

wine to find.

$196.35 / 750ml
$589.05 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 SPARE ME 
 

This elegant and powerful red by Behren's has not 
been a guaranteed vintage each year since it's birth in 
2005. The 2015 release only produced 336 bottles. This 

blend is exciting since it still has a brightness while
showing deep purple and being full of dusty tannins.
Notes on the nose and palette include, wood, black 
currant, white pepper, cigar and spiced plums. For 
now, 2018 was the last vintage made for this label - 

time to snatch up this collector's item!
 

$133.23 / 750ml
$799.38 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2017 THE HITCHCOCK 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
“There is a lot going on in here!” is a direct quote 

from Les as he peered into the glass during a tasting. 
With black fruits, chocolate-covered cherries, 

mocha and spice, the earthy, cedar-like notes add 
depth and character. It is structured and intense and 

has nice long savory finish.
 

$192.18 / 750ml
$1,153.08 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 THE ANCHOR
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
 There is weight to this wine. A sense of earth and 
forest floor, yet an airiness that hints of salinity and 

ocean breeze. It is dense and brooding with layers of 
cocoa and roasted plums, and firm tannins to keep it 

all contained. Not to go overboard on this, but the 
name is very fitting to this bottle, to this time and 

place.
 

$135.90 / 750ml
$815.40 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2015 & 2017 SAINTE FUMÉE, SYRAH
 

This luscious and distinct wine has immediate 

notes of black raspberry, black cherry and red 

currant on the palate. The nose is blossoming

with blue and purple flowers, cassis, chocolate, 

hickory, vanilla and mocha. This Syrah falls 

perfectly within the Behrens Family Winery 

portfolio with all of its big, bold body and taste.  
 

$143.64 / 750ml
$861.84 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2017 THE V PETIT VERDOT
 

This unique blend of Petit Verdot and Cabernet 
Franc exhibits a deeply saturated ruby red color with 

notes of earthy pencil shavings and sassafras that 
spring from the glass. The texture is chewy and the 

mouthfeel is lush and loaded with sweet cherry, 
blackberry brambles and cocoa. Focused and 

vibrant and deeply engaging with a long finish of 
mocha and notes of dried roses. 

 
$175.60 / 750ml

$1,053.60 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2018 ETHANS CUVÉE RED BLEND
 

Cola, cocoa and sweet toasty oak notes dominate 
the nose, and flavors of red raspberry and white 
pepper are present on the palate. Much like its 

namesake, their grandson Ethan (their very own 
Energizer Bunny!), this wine is lively, well- 

balanced and full of energy.
 

$175.60 / 750ml
$1,053.60 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2016 THE COLLECTOR RED BLEND
 

The grapes come together to create a wine of silky 
richness and depth with ripe fruit showcasing pie 

filling qualities. Purple plums, blueberry, 
boysenberry, and light cedar box from oak barrels. 
The texture of the wine envelops the palate with a 

soft dry finish.
 

$135.83 / 750ml
$814.98 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included



2017 CEMETERY, 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

 
This star-of-the-show Napa Cabernet is famous all over the

world due to its distinct label and being named after its winery, 
St.Helena's, which is a real cemetery. This wine is a product of 
meticulous farming and the finesse in vinification that Behrens 

is known for. The expression of this Cabernet Sauvignon is 
world-class and layered. Deep, seductive notes of smoky oak, 

perfumed violets and lots of mocha on the nose. The 
mouthfeel is lively with velvety tannins, blue fruit and spice on 

the palate, with the roundest most delicious finish. Get your 
hands on this life-changing specialty wine. 

 
$354.33/ 750ml

$1,062.99 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2018 HEAD IN THE CLOUDS

With fruit always sourced from the dream team vineyards of 
Moulds Family in Oak Knoll and Cemetery in St. Helena, 

Head in the Clouds is a perennial favorite. Add to that the 
power and structure of the 2018 vintage, this current release 
is truly elevated. Aromas of cocoa, mint, lilac and sage open 

up to flavors of blackberry, blue fruit, white pepper and 
mocha notes that are beautifully woven into the fabric of this 

expansive and complete wine. Broad and chewy on the 
finish, this one is approachable now but will certainly 

develop beautifully over the next decade and beyond.

$304.62 / 750ml
$913.86 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2018 THE CHANGE UP, 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
The 2018 ChangeUp opens with intriguing aromas of 

black raspberry, vanilla and crushed stones. A focused 
and energetic mouthfeel full of blueberry, dusty cocoa 
and cedar notes slides impressively into the long and 

lingering finish. Bat flip.
 

$254.97 / 750ml
$764.91 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included



At Buccella, they savour wine for its ability to

bring people together, initiate new

relationships, and celebrate life’s most

momentous occasions. A well-crafted wine

not only creates memories, it nourishes the

true enjoyment of life. For these reasons, the

team at Buccella have pursued a shared

dream of making the best wine they can.

Since its founding, Buccella has remained

unwaveringly committed to producing

limited quantities of handmade, luxury wines

characterized by the richly flavoured fruit and

velvety textures that are unique to the Napa

Valley appellations.

Wine Maker: Landon Donley

Napa Valley, California 



The mineral Mica which is 

named after the 

component that dominates 

the soil is a one-of-a-kind 

red from the cult winery 

Buccella. The minerality 

makes the Mica stand out 

amongst other Buccella 

reds. The nose has hints of 

wet stone, leather, 

blueberries, and 

blackberries. On the 

palate, lots of chocolate, 

new oak, and dark fruit. 

$187.23 / 750ml
$1,123.38 / case of 6 

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2019 MICA 
CABERNET 

SAUVIGNON



2018 & 2019 CABERNET SAUVIGNON
 

This red is the famous staple of Buccella Winery. 
This Cabernet Sauvignon represents the best-of- 
the-best of Napa Cab's. This wine is a product of 
low yields, exact and conscientious farming. On 
the nose there is sweet tobacco leaf with lots of 

violet. The palate is strong with ripe fruit and dark 
cocoa. The depth and complexity of this wine is 

something you will never forget. 
 

$314.68 / 750ml
$944.04 / case of 3

 
$670.00 / 1.5 L

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 & 2019 MIXED BLACKS
 

This Rhone inspired red balances familiar Napa 
characteristics like fruit forward and rich 

luxuriousness while paying homage to Rhone with 
its minerality and fresh fruit. Notes on the nose and 

palate are reminiscent of blue fruit like, fresh 
pomegranate and blueberry pie. The luxurious 
viscosity on this wine will coat your palate with 

mulberries and sweet black liquorice.
 

$232.00 / 750ml
$696.00 / case of 3

 
$528.00 / 1.5 L

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2018 & 2019 MERLOT
 

This Merlot is Buccella's only step outside 
Cabernet Sauvignon, and it is a showstopper. This 
low-acidity beauty will deliver lots of plum notes 

on the nose, accompanied with baking spices, 
nutmeg and a strong presence of pumpkin pie. 
The palate delivers structure with very subtle 

tannins. A strong full bodied Merlot with a unique 
subtleness.

 
 

$232.00 / 750ml
$696.00 / case of 3

 

$528.00 / 1.5 L
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 & 2018 CUVÉE KATRINA EILEEN 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
This red is so special the winemakers named it 

after their daughter and from the first sip this is a 
wine that is truly unforgettable. This sumptuous 
Cabernet Sauvignon has a decadent nose filled 

with roasted dark espresso, stewed fig and cassis. 
On the palate you will have a dominant flavour of 

black currant, lots of toast, and vanilla. 
 

$637.75 / 750ml
$1,913.25 / case of 3

 
$1,275.46 / 1.5 L

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



The founding philosophy of Relic wines is

and has always been to use the old methods

to make the most authentic, complex and

delicious wines possible. To do this

successfully and to make world-class wines

of every vintage, every detail needs to be

prepared for, recognized when it occurs,

celebrated and adapted to. There is no

standard recipe, only the passion of the

founders working in concert with nature, and

to Mike and Schatzi, this is when true beauty

occurs.  

Relic is the story of Mike Hirby and Schatzi

Throckmorton, who have more than two

decades of wine making experience guiding

their natural talents.

Wine Maker: Michael Hirby

Sonoma Coast, California 



2019 THE ARCHIVE
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
This approachable Cabernet Sauvignon is the 

top of the line since it comes from a conyard in 

St. Helena with bale loam soils. This wine is very 

rare as only 121 cases were produced from 5 oak 

barrels, used during maturation. Notes are black 

cherry, black fruit and coffee.
 

$108.36 / 750ml
$651.78 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 THE ARCHIVE PINOT NOIR
 

Relic Wine Cellars is not only the best of Napa, but 

also the world, and this tight knit group is bound 

by their intense passion for wine and Napa. Relic 

has two portfolios and this Pinot Noir part of The 

Archive Collection is more approachable and still 

luxurious. Notes on this Pinot Noir are leather, 

violet and stewed cherries.
 

$60.58 / 750ml
$363.48 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 THE ARCHIVE CARIGNANE
 

The rocky riverbed soils are composed of pure volcanics 
at the foot of Simmons Canyon and produce a wine of 
perfume, minerality and dense richness. The color is a 

garnet red with hints of magenta at the edge. Aromas of 
red and black fruits, damson plum, desert sage, dried 

rosemary and cracked pepper dance in the glass, while 
the medium to full-bodied mouthfeel is layered and 

deep, showing the kind of complexity on the finish that 
only truly old vines can achieve.

 
$60.57 / 750ml

$363.42 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2016 THE PRIOR CABERNET FRANC
 

This world renowned wine is made from 35 year 
old vines that are rooted in deep volcanic gravel 

giving this extremely complex wine a perfect 
balance with its minerality. Deep notes of black 
cassis, black fruit, olive, pink peppercorn and a 

rich deep purple black colour.
 

$187.14 / 750ml
$1,122.84 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 RITUAL
 

This red is famous across Napa and this vintage 

in particular, is the first vintage that started the 

blend change and omitted Mourvedre. This red 

like most of Relics' famous wine, is a small 

production of only 392 cases. This structured 

wine gives notes of cherry pie, cracked pepper 

and strawberry jam.
 

$133.05 / 750ml
$798.30 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2016 KASHAYA PINOT NOIR
 

Relic is known for its meticulous farming and 

hands on approach. This wine is truly made with 

love. Relic uses 25% of whole clusters in this 

wine giving it earthiness from the stem and

leaves. Notes of candied cherry, potpourri, wet 

rocks and clove are to be found on the nose and 

palate.  
 

$133.05 / 750ml
$798.30 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2018 SUPERMOON CHARDONNAY
 

The color is a light straw with flashes of green. 

Aromas of lemon, lime blossom, green papaya, 

Gravenstein apple and flinty minerality lead to a 

finesse-driven palate that is extremely silky. The 

palate features more exotic flavors of orange, 

lemon curd and the lightest vanilla with a hint of 

spice on the long, graceful finish, framed by 

mouth watering acidity. Aged for 11 months in 33% 

new French oak.
 

$124.48 / 750ml
$746.88 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2016 ARTEFACT CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
 

The most famous of the bunch, this Napa 

Cabernet Sauvignon is know worldwide. In only 

its 12th vintage from a single vineyard laden in 

rocky soils, it is one of the best vintages to date.

On both the nose and palate, there are notes of 

wild strawberry, roasted chestnut, creme de 

cassis and clove. This wine is the epitome of 

Napa excellence with a soft yet powerful finish.
 

$232.28 / 750ml
$669.84 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Rose & Arrow Estate produces undeniably one of

the most prestigious and spectacular Pinot Noirs

from the extraordinary hillsides of Willamette

Valley, Oregon. The name was designed on the

belief that great wines make us appreciate the

harmony of opposites: acid/sweet,

simple/complex, solid rock/sprouting vine. The

latter is where their story begins, as every wine is

ignited by unique tensions in the rock of its origin.

The winemakers empower the vines’ instincts to

produce exceptionally rare Pinot Noirs. The

resulting single-origin wines embody the

pleasure of paradox: a light body with a depth of

complex flavors, aromas, and textures. A

universal history of the hills, and the singular

story of each parcel’s erosion.

Wine Maker: Felipe Ramirez

Willamette Valley, Oregon 

ROSE & ARROW ESTATE 



2016 HIGHLAND CLOSE
 

Rose and Arrow is the upper echelon of coveted
Oregon Pinot Noir. Volcanic ash within the soil
composition delivers a minerality one can only

dream of. The palate reads red currant along with
velvety red fruit and spicy vanilla. On the nose, you
will get wet earth notes, spicy stone, and cranberry.

The minerality of this Pinot Noir comes onto the
palate like a symphony.

 
$149.62 / 750ml

$897.72 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 YAMHILL CLOSE
 

This unique plot of land is mostly composed of
salt clay, which is the main reason we are gifted

with this mineral-driven show stopping Pinot Noir.
Rich aromas of pomegranate, crushed wet rocks,

bay leaf and blueberry pie are on the nose.
Blackberry jam, ripe raspberry, anise and spice are
on the palate. This wine is a beautiful expression of
what Oregon is known for when it comes to Pinot

Noir.
 

$119.40 / 750ml
$716.40 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 WORDEN HILL 
 

The entirety of the vineyard is just seven parcels of land; this wine 
coming from the appellation that has the highest elevation at 900 
feet. Only 122 cases were produced of this collectable, which has 

a drinking window of 2020-2031. This stunning Pinot Noir is a
memorable expression of the grape. We see the signature 
minerality throughout the wines palate and mouth feel. The 

complexity of wet stone, sand and a sweet earthy note come from 
the loam dense terroir. The aromas on this wine consist of soft 

raspberries and ripe black cherries with a hint of toasted cinnamon
and forest floor. The palate is akin to a wave that starts with silky 
and earthy minerality which then unfolds into red fruits and wet 

crushed stone. Perfectly paired with duck and charcuterie.
 

$108.12 / 750ml
$324.36/ case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included



A complex and refined 

Pinot Noir in the collection, 

due to special rocks that 

lay at the bed of the vines. 

They have almost a 

bubble like structure that 

crystallizes around the bed 

of the vines which creates 

a mineral sanctuary with 

dominate blue and red 

fruit. The balance of 

savoury and sweet notes 

on both the nose and 

palate include, cherry pie, 

black tea, dried spices, and 

river stones will leave you 

in awe of this work of art.
$218.59 / 750ml

$655.77 / case of 3 
*HST and bottle deposit not included

2017 & 2018 
GATHERED 

STONES



In 2001, Sojourn Cellars began as a collaboration

between two friends–Craig Haserot and Erich

Bradley who decided to produce small batches

of Cabernet Sauvignon, to sell to friends and

family. Over the next ten years they grew to

produce 21 unique wines, earning critical acclaim,

and establishing customers worldwide. What

began as a personal journey has evolved into a

first-class boutique winery that crafts high-quality

artisan Pinot Noir, Chardonnay, and Cabernet

Sauvignon wines. 

The belief at Sojourn, is that there's little in life

that surpasses a shared experience with others

over a very special glass of wine. In everything

they do, their goal is to deliver uniquely

memorable wine.

Wine Maker: Erich Bradley
 

Sonoma Coast & Napa Valley, California 



2018 SONOMA COAST PINOT NOIR
 

This Pinot Noir in the family of Sojourn Cellars 

uses a blend of its single vineyard Pinot Noir by 

blending all of these world class Pinot Noir clones, 

creating a deep complexity and textural layering. 

The mouthfeel is a standout quality of this wine, 

one that will linger with a long finish. Strawberry 

liquorice, blood orange and stewed plums will 

first meet you on the palate. For the nose, nutmeg 

notes, clove and a bouquet of violet.
 

$77.08 / 750ml
$462.48 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 SONOMA COAST CHARDONNAY
 

Nuances of stone fruit, yellow apples and 

concentrated rich fruit are immediately what you 

will find within first sip or sniff of this Sonoma 

Coast Chardonnay. This wine is made with 

intention as they mediate as minimal stirring as 

possible during the fermentation process. Lower 

yield in this vintage also delivers a very 

concentrated version which is laden in depth 

and complexity.
 

$68.01 / 750ml
$408.06 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2019 DURELL VINEYARD
CHARDONNAY

 
This exotic California Chardonnay is the star of the 
shining collection of Chardonnay's from Sojourn. 

Both its nose and palate deliver an array of similar 
notes like, vanilla, peach, coconut and stewed fruit. 
This almost honeyed white wine has a silky texture 

that still delivers strong structure. A Chardonnay 
you truly will never forget.

 
 

$80.39 / 750ml
$482.34 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 GAP'S CROWN VINEYARD
PINOT NOIR 

 
This single-vineyard renowned wine embodies the
true essence of a California style Pinot Noir. These

vines lay in volcanic soil which provides a
decadent minerality with balanced structure that is
sure to warm the heart of any Pinot Noir lover. The
nose is filled with dark berries, cherry, smoke and

fresh leather. The palate has a background of
saline and stone with forward red fruits like fresh
picked raspberries and a side of roses. The wine

can be described as a perfect balance of
minerality, depth, structure and soft vibrant acidity. 

 
$112.24 / 750ml

$673.44 / case of 6
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2019 OAKVILLE CABERNET SAUVIGNON 
 

The pride of Napa Cabernet Sauvignon. This wine 
is influential amongst the Napa heavy weights. The 
soil composition of rocky clay and loam, which are 
iron rich, are a major component to this powerful 
and structured wine. The nose and palate both 
dominant with blackberry, cassis, mocha, and 

raspberry. 
 

$134.04 / 750ml
$804.24 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2018 BECKSTOFFER GEORGES ||| , 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
This red is from a single vineyard known as F- 

block, within the Vineyard Georges III, in 
Rutherford. This particular wine is a very 

decorated member of the Sojourn Family and is 
known for a decadently complex nose. This 

includes, charcoal, forest floor, smokey leather 
and mossy earth. The palate delivers lots of cassis, 

dark fruit, oak, vanilla, and dark chocolate.
 

$206.87 / 750ml
$1,241.22 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Founded in 1996, owners Jim and Mary

Dierberg began this journey with the intent of

creating world-class wines from three different

AVA’s in Santa Barbara County. The evolution

of Dierberg and Star Lane Vineyards began by

planting vineyards in both Santa Maria Valley

and at the beautiful Star Lane Ranch in Happy

Canyon. With the final addition of the Drum

Canyon Vineyard in Sta. Rita Hills, Jim and

Mary were able to achieve their vision of

harvesting and crafting unique, terroir-driven

wines, that capture the best of these three

distinctive sites.  

The passion and dedication to producing

premium wines is visible in all aspects of the

winery’s approach to winemaking. 

Wine Maker: Tyler Thomas
 

Santa Barbara, California 



2017 DIERBERG PINOT NOIR,
DRUM CANYON VINEYARD

 
2016 feels like another step forward for this young
vineyard. Showing the purity of 2014 but with more
depth and mystery like 2015, this vintage makes its

mark with a bit more fruit and less spice than we
typically see with Drum Canyon. To articulate the
nose is to do you a disservice; part of the pleasure

of this wine is the time spent lingering with the
aromatics, enjoying its various complexity. The

mouthfeel and finish are pure, clean, well-
structured and long. It’s a compelling wine that is
easy to go back to, but has much more to reveal

with time. 
 

$73.01 / 750ml
$438.06 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2017 STAR LANE CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
HAPPY CANYON

 
This red is amongst the Dierberg and Star Lane family 

which means we get another beautiful red that has 
signature coastal sage. 2017 is a very exciting vintage 

because it is the most fruit forward since 2012. The 
balance between herbaceousness and red fruit 

makes for a Cabernet Sauvignon that stands in its 
own category. The texture and mouthfeel of this wine 
gives a finish that is so soft, yet full in structure that it 

is to be savoured.
 

$80.97 / 750ml
$485.82 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2014 STAR LANE ASTRAL CABERNET 
SAUVIGNON, HAPPY CANYON

 
Nuances on the nose and palate show black fruit 
and lots of florality, blackcurrant, char, espresso 

violets and plum, with that signature coastal sage 
herbaceousness and spice on the finish. An 

incredibly balanced textured mouthfeel that has a 
surprising freshness while still holding lots of 

body. This wine is ready to drink now and shows 
deep complexities already and can also age in 

your cellar for upwards of two decades.
 

$196.31 / 750ml
$1,177.86 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2019 THREE SAINTS CABERNET 
SAUVIGNON, CENTRAL COAST

 
This unique cabernet sauvignon from Santa 

Barbara allows these grapes to grow beside the 
sea breeze. This allows for the most complex and 

delicious variety of Cab Sauv that still emulate 
what we look for in a California Cabernet. The 
complexity comes from the wineries signature 

'coastal sage' which you will find on both the nose 
and palate. Notes of vanilla, leather, black and 

blue fruit will be found while discovering this wine.
 

$32.41 / 750ml
$388.92 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2019 THREE SAINTS PINOT NOIR, 
SANTA BARBARA COUNTY

 
This coastal pinot noir is the dream of classic 

meets funky. The nose is an adventure filled with 
notes of cola, leather and earthy mushrooms. The 
palette then delivers a surprising bloom of red fruit 

with a distinctive note of cherry pie. If you love 
pinot noir and want to branch out into how the 
land and location can alter a varietal in such a 

beautiful way, then this is it!
 
 

$30.63 / 750ml
$367.56 / case of 12

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2020 STAR LANE SAUVIGNON BLANC, 
HAPPY CANYON

 
This coveted red is a luxurious juxtaposition of 

opposing qualities. This wine is very rich but 
somehow light in weight and there is a lot of 

structure while still being balanced and finessed. 
Even down to the nose and palate you will find a 

harmony of contrast from fruit to earth. The nose is 
heavy on the tobacco, leather, earth and 

mushroom, while the palette is distinctly black 
cherry, dark fruit, plum and boysenberry.

 
$40.54 / 750ml

$486.48 / case of 12
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



The Vineyard House is a small and intimate 

wine estate focused on producing exquisite

cabernet sauvignon. Located in the heart of 

Oakville California, TVH is founded by second 

generation vintner Jeremy Nickel, as a tribute 

to his late father, Gil Nickel, creator of three of 

Napa’s most iconic wineries.

The passionate team remains small and

dedicated to the traditional craft of Cabernet 

Sauvignon wine production. The two guiding 

winemakers, Philippe Melka and Maayan 

Koschitzky, combined have more than 30 

years of winemaking excellence with notable 

brands, and have been celebrated by the 

winemaking industry for their innovation and 

leading principles. 

Napa Valley, California 



2017 JEREMY NICKEL CELLARS 
CABERNET SAUVIGNON

 
The creators of this wine are considered Napa 

"Royal Pedigree" since the owner is the son of the 
great Gil Nickel who co-founded Nickel & Nickel. 
This wine embodies the region of Napa delivering 
a smooth, big wine with lots of body and medium 
tannins. Notes on this vintage range from tobacco, 
vanilla bean, coconut, cedar, oregano, coffee and 

eucalyptus. Pair this wine with venison, mature 
cheeses and any beef or poultry. Classic Napa 
style in its vinification with ageing done in new 

French oak for 30 months and 18 in bottle. There is 
complexity and finesse in this wine - if you love 

Napa, this is a must try.
 

$132.24 / 750ml
$793.44 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2012, 2013, 2014, 2015
THE VINEYARD HOUSE CABERNET 

SAUVIGNON 375ML
 

$165.89 / 375ml
$995.34 / case of 6

*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



2016 ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
 

This 2016 vintage was an 'almost perfect growing season' 
and is being called the best vintage ever made by TVH. 
This Napa staple is bursting with depth and complexity 

through signature notes such as black fruit, leather, cocoa, 
vanilla and tobacco. 2016 also adds some red fruit and 

blueberry with dried violet and wet rock. This wine is the 
best expression of TVH vineyards that are located in the 
appellation of Oakville, Napa. There is no better growing 
season than 2016 to date so be sure to get your hands on 

this exceptional Cabernet Sauvignon.
 

$380.67 / 750ml
$1,142.01 / case of 3

*HST and bottle deposit not included

2015 ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
 

This particular 2015 vintage is more dominant with fig, 
plum and spice notes than the neighbouring vintages 

which is due to the heat spikes during this year. The wine 
making is so talented you can even taste the char from 

the oak barrels it is aged in. The classic TVH nuances are 
present in the 2015 vintage such as, baking spice, dark 

chocolate, earthy concrete, smoke, leather and juicy black 
fruit. This was one of the hottest growing seasons TVH has 

had, which makes this Cabernet Sauvignon unique and 
has a certain depth that cannot be found in other vintages. 

 
$380.67 / 750ml

$1,142.01 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 

2013 ESTATE CABERNET SAUVIGNON
 

This particular vintage from 2013 is exceptionally juicy, 
complex and structured. The tasting notes includes black 
fruit like blueberry, plum and boysenberry to earthy notes 
such as, smoke, wet concrete and stone. Other nuances 

include roasted coffee, five spice, dark chocolate and lots 
of oak. This wine pairs perfectly with beef, mature 

cheeses and truffle in order to showcase the elegant 
delight of this Cabernet.

 
$422.03 / 750ml

$1,266.09 / case of 3
*HST and bottle deposit not included

 



Con-nois-seur Wine Imports Inc. is the exclusive Ontario agent for the
wineries we represent, whether they appear in LCBO stores, Vintages, or via
the LCBO Consignment Order Program. According to LCBO regulations,
Con-nois-seur Wine Imports Inc. does not sell or mark up beverage alcohol,
but rather, arranges for customers to purchase it from the LCBO. Total
checkout prices shown per bottle include LCBO markups and fees, federal
and provincial taxes, and our agency fee.
 
PRICING
Prices in the shop are per bottle and do not include HST or LCBO bottle
deposit. Prices may vary slightly depending on LCBO currency exchange
and freight rates. The additional taxes and fees are calculated at check-out.
Mixed cases are curated and available in the online shop.
 
SHIPPING
As licensed Ontario wine agents, we are able to deliver wine throughout the
province of Ontario. All shipments under 3 cases may be subject to a $25.00
delivery charge. Rush orders are available with an additional $15.00. We
deliver 5 days a week throughout Ontario.
 
PAYMENT TERMS
Payment due upon receipt of goods by cheque, e-transfer, VISA Mastercard
or American Express.

CONTACT US
 

 647.332.9463 | orders@con-nois-seur.ca
 

www.con-nois-seur.ca


